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Abstract
The aerospace industry, representative of industries developing complex
products, faces challenges from changes in user behaviour, legislation, en-
vironmental policy. Meeting these challenges will require the development
of radically new products.
Radically new technologies and solutions need to be explored, in-
vestigated, and integrated into existing aerospace component architec-
tures. The currently available design space exploration (DSE) methods,
mainly based around computer-aided design (CAD) modelling, do not
provide sufficient support for this exploration. These methods often lack
a representation of the product’s architecture in relation to its design
rationale (DR)—they do not illustrate how form follows function. Hence,
relations between different functions and solutions, as well as how novel
ideas relate to the legacy design, are not captured. In particular, the con-
nection between a product’s function and the embodiment of its solution
is not captured in the applied product modelling approaches, and can
therefore not be used in the product development process.
To alleviate this situation, this thesis presents a combined function-
and geometry-modelling approach with automated generation of CAD
models for variant concepts. The approach builds on enhanced function-
means (EF-M) modelling for representation of the design space and the
legacy design’s position in it. EF-M is also used to capture novel design
solutions and reference them to the legacy design’s architecture.
A design automation (DA) approach based on modularisation of the
CAD model, which in turn is based on the functional decomposition of
the product concepts, is used to capture geometric product information.
A combined function-geometry object model captures the relations be-
tween functions, solutions, and geometry. This allows for CAD models of
concepts based on alternative solutions to be generated.
The function- and geometry-exploration (FGE) approach has been de-
veloped and tested in collaboration with an aerospace manufacturing
company. A proof-of-concept tool implementing the approach has been
realised. The approach has been validated for decomposition, innovation,
and embodiment of new concepts in multiple studies involving three
different aerospace suppliers. Application of FGE provides knowledge
capture and representation, connecting the teleological and geometric
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aspects of the product. Furthermore, it supports the exploration of increas-
ingly novel solutions, enabling the coverage of a wider area of the design
space.
The connection between the modelling domains addresses a research
gap for the “integration of function architectures with CAD models”.
While the FGE approach has been tested in laboratory environments
as well as in applied product development projects, further development
is needed to refine CAD integration and user experience and integrate
additional modelling domains.
Keywords: product development, function modelling, design space explo-
ration, knowledge based engineering, design automation, product models,
engineering design, systems engineering
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Function plays a crucial role in product development: fulfilling its
function is how a product creates value (Roozenburg and Eekels, 1995).
At the beginning of the design process, the functions of a product are
defined, and for each of these functions, solutions are identified, which
are then realised as physical artefacts: the product’s form. To paraphrase
Suh (1990), design is what relates function and form. Clearly, form does
follow function—chronologically in the product development process, but
also causally through the design activity.
To represent the form and function of a product, developers use differ-
ent product models. However, the de facto standard product representa-
tion is a model of the form, a computer-aided design (CAD) model. There
are hardly any models used in product development that focus on the
representation of a product’s function (Tomiyama et al., 2013). Further-
more, the two modelling domains, function and geometry (form), are not
connected (Cohrs et al., 2014), thwarting the development of truly novel,
radical product designs.
In the development of complex products, especially, engineers often
have to pursue incremental development of a previous design instance,
the legacy design (Prasad, 2006). The available CAD models of the legacy
design are too rigid to easily implement multiple architecturally different
solutions (Kasik et al., 2005; Woodbury and Burrow, 2006). Furthermore,
the lack of function representation in CAD results in lack of support for
functional or innovative design (Umeda and Tomiyama, 1997).
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This thesis develops and tests a design space exploration (DSE) ap-
proach that aims to support the exploration of more novel product con-
cepts by capturing and representing how form follows function. The com-
bined function- and geometry-modelling approach enables the represen-
tation of both the legacy design and novel design solutions, along with
their relations to the design space. Additionally, the approach enables the
automated generation of CAD models for novel concepts with less effort
compared to manual modelling. The approach has been developed and
validated in collaboration with companies in the aerospace sector.
1.1 Background
Changes in customer behaviour, the invention of new technologies, and
external challenges such as new legislation all require the development
of novel products that outperform the legacy design. In most cases, this
legacy design is available from previous product development. If not,
in a so-called green-field design process, the new product is defined and
designed from scratch.
If a legacy design is available, it provides developers with initial in-
formation about stakeholders, main functions, and potential solutions.
Furthermore, the developers already possess well-tested knowledge from
the previous development process. However, this knowledge, especially
about the product’s design rationale (DR), is mostly stored in the walls of
organisation; i.e., it is, as Henderson and Clark (1990) put it, managed
implicitly, “embedd[ed] in their communication channels, information
filters, and problem-solving strategies”.
The challenge for product developers is now to identify, develop, and
test new functions and solutions that provide what stakeholders need
from the new product. These functions and solutions then have to be
integrated in the architecture of the legacy design, resulting in new, and
better, products.
1.1.1 Specific challenges for the aerospace industry
Newly developed aircraft and components have to meet complex and
specific requirements. For example, the Airbus A380 was developed to be
able to “travel from Singapore to London against adverse winter winds”,
carrying 550 people and cargo, and all of this at a cost that was 15% to 20%
less than for previous aircraft (Jupp, 2016). Furthermore, aircraft have to
meet not only an expectation of safety but one of high reliability, so as to
2
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“arrive within 1 minute of the planned arrival time regardless of weather
conditions” (Darecki et al., 2011).
Beyond that, the aerospace industry is facing a growing number of new
challenges, from new user behaviour such as “flygskam”1 (Umair Irfan,
2019) and new targets for emissions (ACARE, 2017), to unexpected global
phenomena such as the COVID-19 pandemic (Devezas, 2020; Schmidt and
Gelle, 2020). Developing aircraft and components that comply with these
new stakeholder needs may require development beyond incremental
changes to legacy designs (Lawson and Samson, 2001; Henderson and
Clark, 1990). Such leaps in performance may only be achieved with radical
solutions, such as open rotor fans (Larsson et al., 2011) and electric, or
electric-hybrid, engines (Dale et al., 2020; Moore, 2014).
Especially in the development of aircraft engine components, the prod-
uct is often subject to tough requirements relating to safety and reliability,
requiring extensive testing of the concepts (physically or through simula-
tion) (Isaksson, 2016).
All the points above lead to a tendency among developers in the
aerospace industry to rely on a “concept of similarity” by relying on well-
known and well-researched solutions, whereas radically novel concepts
have a hard time proving themselves against these established designs.
1.1.2 A practical example
This section presents experiences with product development at an aero-
space company in order to illustrate the challenges that the industry faces.
The section is based on a case study, about which the author collaborated
on two publications:
• Isaksson et al. (2016), Paper [i], reports on the original challenges
that prompted the study, see below.
• Paper A reports on the study after its conclusion, three years after
Paper [i], providing a more reflective perspective on the impacts of
the study. The findings are presented in Chapter 4.
In the study, the case company was about to develop a new turbine
rear assembly (TRA), which had to comply with new temperature require-
ments. These new, higher temperatures were due to higher combustion
temperatures in the turbine, which in turn enable less fuel consumption
(Isaksson et al., 2016). The TRA consists of the low pressure turbine case,
1Swedish for “flight shame”, a new form of shame associated with the privilege of
flying and with the associated environmental impact.
2CAD model by Chris Shakal on grabcad.com
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Figure 1.1: A Rolls Royce Trent 900 turbine rendered in CAD2, with the
turbine rear assembly (TRA) highlighted in orange.
the turbine rear structure (TRS), and the cone, as illustrated in Figure
1.1. The development project was also concerned with exploring new
functions for the TRA that could add to its value.
Features and components impacted by the change in temperature were
identified based on previous experience of practitioners familiar with the
design. New solutions were then identified for the respective components,
and novel functions and solutions were devised for the TRA. Next, these
novel solutions, such as changes in material or geometry, needed to be
integrated into the legacy design’s architecture. Like many aerospace com-
ponents, both the TRA and the TRS have highly integrated architectures
(Raja et al., 2019). As a result, the introduction of novel solutions led to
design changes propagating throughout the entire product system.These
changes had to be identified and traced for each new solution. Each prod-
uct architecture disruption required further changes, for which multiple
alternative solutions could be found. For example, multiple mounting
options for the cone to the TRS had to considered as a result of an alterna-
tive material choice for the aft cone. Some of these options are presented
in Figure 1.2, illustrating that even changes on a seemingly minor level
can lead to geometrically and architectural changes. The combinations of
solutions and sub-solutions quickly entailed a large number of possible
concepts. Eventually, 1080 different concept variants had to be designed
and evaluated.
In order to evaluate all the novel ideas, these concepts had to be rep-
4
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Figure 1.2: Sub-system solutions for the connection between two materials
with different thermal expansion coefficients, from Paper A.
resented as CAD models with a sufficient level of detail to enable en-
gineering analysis, such as aerodynamic, thermodynamic, or structural
performance (Sandberg et al., 2011). However, generating CAD models for
all these potential concepts was too resource intensive. In the presented
case, of the 1080 different possible versions, only three concepts could
be analysed and evaluated (see Paper A) due to the effort involved in
generating the respective CAD models.
1.1.3 The challenges of design space exploration
In order to meet the challenges for the aerospace industry, developers
need to investigate multiple, possibly architecturally different, product
options. This requires the conception, the representation in models, and
the analysis of these possible solutions. For the analysis, CAD models are
commonly required. Since the generation, or even simply the variation,
of CAD models is a resource-intensive task (Kasik et al., 2005), only a
few models can be generated, and as a result, only a few concepts can be
evaluated.
It is impossible to explore all concepts in the design space—their num-
ber is “astronomically vast” (Woodbury and Burrow, 2006). However,
developing the best possible product means evaluating as many con-
cepts as possible. A DSE method meant to support the exploration of
a greater number of concepts needs to define the design space, populate it
5
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with concepts, and analyse them (Kang et al., 2011). These three steps echo
the general product development steps by Pahl et al. (2003): “clarify the
boundary conditions”, “search for variants”, and “evaluate based on goals
and requirements”.
A DSE method would therefore need to be able to: clarify the design
space, that is, capture requirements, functions, and constraints as well
as available product knowledge; support the search for solutions and
concepts through their capture and representation in adequate models,
representing product architecture and DR; evaluate concepts, including
both, confirm whether the concept lies inside the design space, fulfilling all
requirements, and compare their performance with that of other concepts.
1.2 Research focus
This thesis is a work in the field of engineering design research (EDR).
As such, it follows a two-fold research approach (Eckert et al., 2003) that
seeks to support engineering design practice by providing new methods that
improve DSE in the conceptual product development phase and also to
generate knowledge about DSE and the coupling of function and geometry
models.
As a result, the research seeks to contribute to solving an industrial
problem and to closing a research gap.
1.2.1 Industrial problem
Solving the challenges facing the aerospace industry will require radical
changes to design and architecture, at both the aircraft and component lev-
els. At the engine component level, the radically new solutions have to be
integrated in the architecture of a legacy design (Prasad, 2006). This archi-
tecture is, especially in the case of aerospace components, highly complex
(Raja et al., 2019). As a result, the effects of changes to components propa-
gate through the system (Sinha et al., 2013). The available design models
commonly fail to capture product knowledge about the architecture and
subsequent effects explicitly (Henderson and Clark, 1990).
As a result, product developers face the challenge of integrating rad-
ically new solutions in a complex product, without having access to an
explicit representation of the network of relations among the functions,
solutions, and constraints that form the legacy product. When developers




• which part of the existing geometry is responsible for the fulfilment
of the specific function
• how do the geometry, function, and solution relate to the rest of the
product architecture.
Otherwise, the development effort could affect other product functions
negatively, or might not even contribute to the desired functionality at all.
Once developed, the new solutions have to be evaluated to determine
if they
• fulfil the respective function
• violate any constraints, or produce other negative effects/emerging
properties.
However, the more similar the solution is to the legacy design, the easier
it is to implement, both in the product architecture and in the respective
product models. For this reason, conservative solutions end up being
favoured over radically new solutions (Isaksson, 2016): Novel solutions
are harder to integrate and harder to model, and there is less implicit
knowledge available. Furthermore, the reliance on well-known solutions
reduces the perceived risk of the development project.
The industrial challenges can be summarised as follows. The DSE
methods applied in at the concept development stage of aerospace engine
components do not provide sufficient support for
• the representation of the legacy design’s DR
• the implications of introducing radically new solutions.
Finally, it is also too resource intensive to generate CAD models of all
novel concepts at the level of detail required for engineering analysis.
1.2.2 Research gap
CAD models dominate in product development. Representing a product’s
form, they are useful as a basis for product behaviour analysis, visual
representation, and manufacturing preparation. However, CAD models
have been considered too rigid for the implementation of radical solutions
(Heikkinen et al., 2019; Hoffmann, 2005; Kasik et al., 2005). According to
Woodbury and Burrow (2006), CAD models are “made for drawing, not
design”.
Several methods for automatically generating CAD models, such as pa-
rameterisation (Kulfan, 2008), design automation (DA) (Shea et al., 2005),
7
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and knowledge-based engineering (KBE) (La Rocca, 2012; Amadori et al.,
2012), have been developed and are used in product development. How-
ever, these methods are restricted to dimensional variation and limited
design spaces, and hobbled by complex setup processes and a general lack
of DR and function representation.
Function models, on the other hand, do capture DR (Bracewell et al.,
2009), and can also be used for DSE (Suzuki et al., 2010; Levandowski
et al., 2014). Function modelling supports product development through
decomposition (Raja and Isaksson, 2015), innovation (Eisenbart et al.,
2015), and analysis (Albers and Matthiesen, 2003). However, function
models are not common in industrial practice (Tomiyama et al., 2013) and
therefore rarely used in applied product development.
Function and geometry models can represent the same product, but
the respective product properties represented in the two domains rarely
overlap. While some function modelling frameworks do consider geomet-
ric aspects, they do so at a much more abstract level than CAD, insuffi-
cient for most engineering analysis. Examples include function-behaviour-
structure (FBS) (Gero and Kannengiesser, 2004) and contact and channel
approach (CCA) (Albers and Sadowski, 2014). Likewise, CAD modelling
approaches that consider a product’s function or, more often, behaviour3
only do so at a very general level. Geometric elements and solutions are
not mapped to functions, nor are alternative solutions represented in the
same model, cf. Sandberg et al. (2017), which analyses multiple product
aspects, such as aerodynamics, cost, and stiffness—without placing them
in the context of the expected functions.
As a result, connecting the two modelling domains, function and geom-
etry, is of importance to the research community. Whether for the purpose
of investigating innovative design (Umeda and Tomiyama, 1997) or due
to the challenges of function models (Tomiyama et al., 2013) or the rigidity
of CAD models (Heikkinen et al., 2018; Kasik et al., 2005; Woodbury and
Burrow, 2006), researchers have called for the “integration of function
architectures with CAD models” (Cohrs et al., 2014).
The research gap can be summarised as a lack of connection between
the modelling domains of function and geometry.No geometry models
that connect to the structure of a product’s function have been found, nor
any function models capable of representing a product’s geometry.




1.2.3 Research claim and questions
This thesis explores and seeks to validate a central research claim by
answering three research questions.
The central research claim is formulated as follows:
A combined function and geometry modelling approach, enabling the auto-
mated generation of CAD models of variant concepts, can support developers
of aerospace components to explore more product concept variants, including
radically novel solutions.
The following research questions (RQs) were formulated to structure
the research supporting the central claim. RQ1 and RQ2 were formulated
at the beginning of the research process. RQ3 was developed during the
research, with the aim of validating the answers to RQ1 and RQ2.
RQ1 What are the needs for function and geometry models to support
the generation and evaluation of a wider variety of concepts?
RQ2 How can novel product concepts be captured, represented, and eval-
uated in both function and geometric domains, and how can these
two modelling domains be connected to support the automated
generation of CAD models from the function model?
RQ3 How does the application of a product development method that
combines the product’s function and geometry models support the
exploration of radically new design concepts?
1.2.4 Scope and delimitations
Almost everything people interact with these days is a product of some
sort and hence the result of a product development process. This thesis
is concerned with the development of complex engineering products,
especially aero-engine components. Therefore, the term “design” is used as
in “engineering design” and not to be confused with graphical, industrial,
or fashion design.
The term “product” can include, beyond physical artefacts, software,
electronics, and services. However, this thesis is mainly concerned with
products as physical entities. A physical product is a combination of
material and form (Roozenburg and Eekels, 1995). Although the choice of
material—and selection of manufacturing process—has a major influence
on a product’s performance and properties, this thesis focuses on the




The product development process spans a wide array of stakeholders,
activities, and phases. This thesis focuses on the activities in the conceptual
product development phase. In this phase, the use of product models for
representation of function and geometry are researched, whereas models
of electrics, software, or the product life cycle are not directly considered.
Furthermore, the focus is on the activities of capture, storage, and represen-
tation of product knowledge. Activities such as ideation and the related
phenomenon of creativity are not addressed. Although the research fo-
cuses on the generation of models for product behaviour analysis, the
actual analysis process is not actively considered.
The researched activities in this phase are influenced by many parame-
ters, such as administrative, organisational, and cultural aspects. However,
the research claim only focuses on the application and use of product devel-
opment methods, specifically function and geometric modelling. Through
the focus on product function, stakeholders such as manufacturers—and
design for manufacturing (DfM)—are considered, but are not the focus
of the research. The same limitation holds for the product life-cycle: only
the product use phase is considered directly, whereas distribution, end of
life (EoL), and recycling are acknowledged, but are not the focus of the
research.
Since the research was subject to time and resource constraints, the
presented method has only been developed to approximately technology
readiness level (TRL) 4 (“validation in laboratory environment”, (Mankins,
1995)), and the tool used for demonstration, testing, and validation has
only been developed to TRL 3 (“proof of concept”). However, no official
TRL assessment ha been performed, and both assessments have been done
by the author based on reading of Mankins (1995).
The research was conducted in collaboration with a Swedish manufac-
turer of aerospace components. While other aerospace development and
manufacturing companies participated in several of the research activities,





The way you learn anything is that something fails,
and you figure out how not to have it fail again.
John Kobak
Research is always conducted within frameworks of knowledge devel-
oped by earlier research, which set the stage for the methods applied and
the results obtained, and for how to interpret these results. Kuhn (1970)
calls these kinds of knowledge frameworks “paradigms”.
For this thesis, the relevant paradigms are mainly in the field of engi-
neering design, with a focus on the conceptual product development phase.
This focus is extended through a systems engineering perspective, which
provides a more abstract view of the product. Engineering design relies
heavily on the use of models to represent products. This chapter discusses
function as well as geometry models, and their use in DSE.
2.1 Products: function and form
“A product is a material system, which is made by people for its proper-
ties”, as defined by Roozenburg and Eekels (1995). In developing engineer-
ing products, the most important property is the function (Suh, 1990). This
function is chosen to fulfil the needs of the stakeholders, thereby creating
value to them.
The definition of function is debated in the EDR community (Eckert
et al., 2003), with proposals ranging from “relationship between input and
output”, as used by Pahl et al. (2003), to “intended behaviour” by Gero
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and Kannengiesser (2004), and “effects of the behaviour” by Lind (1994).
Here, the definition “intended behaviour” is used.
The form of the product, on the other hand, is then the result of the
design process: “The essential mode of reasoning in designing is to reason
from function to form.” (Roozenburg and Eekels, 1995). The form can be
distinguished into the geometry, which refers to the shape of the prod-
uct, and topology, which refers to the relations to the individual shapes
towards each other (González-Lluch et al., 2017).
When a product interacts with its environment, i.e., when it is used, it
shows a behaviour. This behaviour has to be anticipated by the designer. In
the function-behaviour-structure (FBS) model by Gero and Kannengiesser
(2004), the anticipated—i.e., expected—behaviour is denoted “Be”. Anal-
ysis of the form (process 3 in Figure 2.1) is required to evaluate whether
the actual behaviour (Bs, from “structural behaviour”) matches Be. The
relations between function, behaviour, and structure are illustrated in

















Behaviour derived from structure
Figure 2.1: The FBS framework after Gero and Kannengiesser (2004). Pro-
cesses: (1) formulation, (2) synthesis, (3) analysis, (4) evaluation, (5) docu-
mentation. Reformulation processes, which are included in the original
version of this figure, have been omitted for clarity.
2.2 Product development
This thesis refers to the product development process (PDP) phases and
their descriptions as presented by Ulrich and Eppinger (2012), shown in
Figure 2.2.
While some definitions consider the PDP to span from “identifying a
market opportunity” (Krish, 2011) to “manufacturing preparation” (Pahl
et al., 2003), this thesis is mainly concerned with the activities, methods,
and tools in the concept development phase, specifically concept generation
12
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and selection. This assumes that the customer needs have already been iden-













Figure 2.2: Phases of the product development process, after Ulrich and
Eppinger (2012).
Here, a concept is defined as a description of a product that has the
potential to be developed further into a manufacturable, usable artefact.
A concept is an individual composition of solutions for the different func-
tions that a product has to fulfil. Concepts are used to investigate different
approaches to how to design a product; different concepts differ in their
compositions of solutions.
In this context, a solution is the fulfilment of a function, in the form of a
technical principle (Hubka and Eder, 1988). A solution can, but doesn’t
have to, include a geometric element (Schachinger and Johannesson, 2000).
Multiple solutions can exist for a given function, using different technical
principles.
Decisions made in the early phases of the PDP have a large impact
on the further development process. A challenge for this phase is that
there is very little product knowledge available to base these decisions
on—since the product is only about to be developed. This leads to the
so called “design paradox” (Mavris et al., 1998)1, that the decisions with
the most impact on the product have to be made when there is the least
product knowledge available. This “paradox” is illustrated in Figure 2.3.
In principle, there are two approaches to improve the situation: either
to learn more about the product at an earlier phase of the development
process (for example through KBE (Verhagen et al., 2012; Isaksson, 2003)),
or by pushing the decision about which concept to pursue further back
(for example via set-based concurrent engineering (SBCE) (Sobek et al.,
1999)). Both of these options are illustrated in Figure 2.3 as dashed lines.
1While Mavris et al. (1998) presents the design paradox, that might not be the original
source. So many authors make un-referenced use of it, that by today it could probably be
called “common knowledge” in engineering design research. However, Mavris et al. also
present possible solutions to the paradox, which are taken up in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: The so-called “design paradox”, based on an illustration by
Mavris et al. (1998).
2.2.1 Engineering Design
To get from an idea of a product to an artefact is a long and iterative
process. Engineering design provides tools and methods for this process,
centred around the processes of finding and evaluating solutions for the
identified product functions (Pahl et al., 2003).
Hubka’s Law states: “The primary functions of a machine system are
supported by a hierarchy of subordinate functions, which are determined
by the chosen means” (Hubka and Eder, 1988). This means that a product
can be broken down into sub-functions with sub-solutions. This decompo-
sition reduces the complexity of the individual solutions, and enables an
easier and more nuanced solution-finding process. Once solutions for all
sub-functions have been found, they can be assembled into concepts.
The design space in which the product is to be developed is defined
by the identified functions, but also by requirements. Requirements are
a translation of the needs “into a technical description” (Ullman, 2003).
Requirements provide measurable target values (or windows) for specific
product properties. Functions, on the other hand, state what the product
has to do. However, requirements can be distinguished as either functional
requirements or non-functional requirements. Functional requirements can be
compared to functions, which require a search for solutions, thereby open-
ing up new dimensions in the design space. Non-functional requirements
can be seen as constraints, limiting the available design space (Jackson
et al., 2009). This is discussed further in Section 2.4.
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Requirements management supports this process by keeping track of all
requirements and tracing them through the PDP (Almefelt et al., 2006). This
tracing is often supported by commercial product life-cycle management
(PLM) tools. In theory, it should be possible to trace a requirement from
stakeholder to component, but this is not always done in applied product
development (Nilsson and Fagerström, 2006). Rather, designers commonly
interpret requirements as part of concept creation, without explicit tracing
or association with design decisions. While such systems are available—
and to some degree used—for requirements, functions and their solutions
are tracked the same way.
It is important to state that, when capturing requirements and needs—
or functions—for a product, their formulation has to remain solution neutral
(Suh, 1990). Otherwise, the design space is unnecessarily limited, and po-
tentially better solutions can be are harder or even impossible to find.
For each of the identified functions, developers find solutions. In the
conceptual phases, it is common for different solutions for each function
to be developed and then combined into different product concepts (Pahl
et al., 2003). This process is referred to as synthesis.
These different concepts are then analysed to determine if they fulfil
all functions as expected. This is done via product models, which repre-
sent selected product aspects, which are then used to simulate product
behaviour (Ullman, 2003). While most analyses use digital models—in
most cases CAD models—physical prototype testing is still an important
aspect of product development (Jensen et al., 2016). However, the focus in
this thesis is on the analyses of computer-based models. The data gained
from the analysis process is also used to verify the design concept, that is
to test whether it complies with all requirements (IEEE, 2017).
If multiple concepts have been developed, they need to be evaluated
relative to each other. Commonly, the number of concepts under develop-
ment is reduced after every development phase (Pahl et al., 2003). Only
those who best fulfil their functions are brought forward to the next stage
of development. However, the evaluation of concepts is difficult, espe-
cially in the earlier development phases, where less product knowledge is
available, as shown in Figure 2.3. Hence, only concepts for which sufficient
information is available, commonly in the form of sufficiently detailed
models (Ullman, 2003), can be considered for evaluation and therefore
further development.
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2.2.2 Systems Engineering
In systems engineering (SE), the product is seen as a system of interacting
elements and interfaces (IEEE, 2017). SE is a multidisciplinary approach
to product development that “looks at a problem in its entirety”, thereby
considering all possible actors and stakeholders of a product (Haskins
et al., 2007). In this approach the product is seen as a system inside a
“system of systems”. The life-cycle, aim, and interactions are captured for
each actor (Albers et al., 2018). SE is prominent in the development of
mechatronic or cyber-physical products.
The systems view makes possible a wider focus on the product’s life-
cycle and thereby an extended list of stakeholders. This enables an analysis
of the product’s value from a multi-stakeholder perspective using methods
such as value-driven design (VDD) (Collopy and Otero, 2009; Isaksson
et al., 2013). The value of a product or technology is defined at a very
high level and needs to be iterated through the different system levels and
product models of varying fidelity (Panarotto et al., 2018).
Figure 2.4: Example of geometry model fidelity as used in SE. From Papa-
georgiou et al. (2020), used with permission of the author.
For the high-level description of products and the systems they are
embedded in, SE uses models focused on the representation of multiple
stakeholders’ needs, scenarios, and agents. These are captured in domain-
specific modelling languages like systems modelling language (SysML)
or unified modelling language (UML) (Osmundson et al., 2006).
According to Friedenthal et al. (2007), “the future of systems engineer-
ing is model based”. This entails that all product aspects, stakeholders,
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and systems are represented in interconnected models. In theory, these
models range in abstraction from operational models down to component
models.
The geometry models used by most SE approaches are commonly too
abstract for component-design engineering analysis. Examples of this are
Papageorgiou et al. (2020) or Li et al. (2020b), which both represent aircraft
through multi-disciplinary product models, as shown in 2.4. While such
low-fidelity geometry models are sufficient for architectural and system
decisions, they are commonly not sufficient for engineering design analy-
sis. However, the use of geometry models with limited feature granularity
reduces the computational power required for simulation and analysis.
2.3 Product models
The development of a product is a process of information generation
(Ullman, 2003). This information is stored in different types of models,
each representing a specific, relevant product aspect. To cite Lindemann
(2007), a model is a “target oriented, simplified formation analogous to
the original, which allows drawing conclusions based on the original”.
2.3.1 Function models
Function has been identified as the driving force behind a product and its
form. Therefore, Umeda and Tomiyama (1997) state, “functional reasoning
technology is indispensable [...]”.
One of the more traditional function models is the “black-box” mod-
elling approach proposed by Pahl et al. (2003), which represents a function
“as a transformation of states”. On this view, a function transforms flows
of energy, materials, and signals. The basic modelling element of a “func-
tion”, which can be decomposed into similar elements representing less
complex functions, is illustrated in Figure 2.5.
Over the years, multiple function-modelling approaches have been
developed, for different purposes:
• functional decomposition of existing designs for the purpose of
systemic analysis or illustration (Albers and Sadowski, 2014; Gericke
and Eisenbart, 2017)
• concept generation (Helms and Shea, 2012; Jin and Li, 2007)
• product and manufacturing platform, SBCE (Landahl and Johannes-
son, 2018; Levandowski et al., 2014)
• physics-based reasoning (Mokhtarian et al., 2017)
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Figure 2.5: Function as a transformation of states, modelled as a “black box”
with input and output flows of energy, materials, and signals. Redrawn
after Pahl et al. (2003).
However, even though many of these modelling approaches have
been validated in engineering design contexts, they are not widely used
outside of academia: “Typically, industrial practitioners do not regard
function modeling as something very useful, particularly, for the purpose
of design.” (Tomiyama et al., 2013). The combination of ambiguity of
methods, the level of abstraction required for most methods, and the
additional effort apparently are too big hinders for function modelling to
be an applicable method in conceptual product development.
Enhanced function-means modelling
Enhanced function-means (EF-M) modelling is used to express a prod-
uct’s design rationale (DR) through functional requirements (FRs) and
their respective design solutions (DSs). It allows for the representation
of alternative product configurations and analysis of systemic product
properties of the individual product concepts.
An EF-M model captures a product’s DR, to which it is possible to
associate design parameters (Malmqvist, 1997). This DR is represented in
a tree-like structure based on Hubkas’s law 1988, decomposing a product
into sub-functions and their respective sub-solutions. The alternating func-
tion and solution objects are commonly labelled following the functional
basis using verb + noun pairs (Hirtz et al., 2002). The respective modelling
elements are shown in Figure 2.6.
Following Suh’s axiom of independence (Suh, 1990), the cardinality of
an is solved by (isb) connection between a FR and a DS is 1 : 1. However,









































Figure 2.6: Modelling elements of enhanced function-means modelling,
based on Schachinger and Johannesson (2000).
alternative solutions – such as DSa and DSb in Figure 2.6. Through this,
EF-M allows for the representation of product platforms (Johannesson
et al., 2017) or DSE (Levandowski et al., 2014).
Beyond functions and their solutions, EF-M modelling can represent
constraints (Cs) on the design. These can limit the design parameter (DP)
of a DS to certain values or windows. These are modelled relative to
individual DS.
The EF-M tree can be viewed as being separated into different levels
(Levandowski et al., 2014). The main product functions in the top row
constitute the static level, while the lowest level, where functions and
solutions close to the embodiment are situated, is referred to as the con-
crete level. The conceptual level, connecting the former two, is where the
product is developed into its sub-solutions.
An EF-M model can be used for decomposition and extension of an
existing design as well as for greenfield development. In the first case, it is
commonly built bottom-up from identifiable solutions, while in the second
it is created top-down beginning with the overall product functions.
2.3.2 Geometry models
Originally, computer-aided design (CAD), the de-facto standard mod-
elling approach for product geometry, was intended to simplify the gener-
ation of product drawings (Kasik et al., 2005). These systems were line-
based and aimed to produce product representations that could be used
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in the manufacturing process. However, even in the early days of CAD,
high hopes were put on the emerging technology in terms of automation
and geometry optimisation (Voelcker and G. Requicha, 1977).
In today’s CAD systems, a product’s geometryis defined through math-
ematical definitions of points and curves in the three-dimensional space
E3. The curves are formed through transformations of or through points
in E3, such as non-uniform rational B-spline (NURBS), a highly control-
lable, parameterised version of B-splines which has emerged as one of the
standard tools in CAD (Hirz et al., 2013). From these curves, surfaces can
be constructed, which can be combined to solids. These solids are used to
represent the product’s geometry and as a basis for subsequent product
analysis.
For the representation of product shapes with multi-dimensional cur-
vatures, such as aircraft or automotive exteriors, surface models are used.
Surface models require less resources to generate and use as basis for
analysis. However, for volume-based product behaviour analyses, solid
models are required (Hirz et al., 2013). Since such analyses are required for
the evaluation of aircraft engine components, this thesis only considers
solid CAD models.
Designers interact with these mathematical definitions through a user
interface (UI),which lets them manipulate control points of the above
mentioned curves, the parameters defining their dimensions and the
relations between them. The CAD software interface is defined to reduce
the need for an understanding of the mathematical basis of CAD to a
minimum. CAD users mostly interact with features, which are collections
of geometric elements with defined interfaces. Examples of this include
sketches, extrusions, and revolutions.
Parametric design
To simplify variation of existing CAD models, parametric CAD separates
the geometric data from the governing dimensional parameters (Camba
et al., 2016). Beyond this, modern CAD systems also allow for the asso-
ciation of CAD data not only between different geometric objects, but
also different modelling files (Hirz et al., 2013). This allows for connected
assembly structures, where changes in parameters propagate through the
geometry of the entire product structure.
However, the creation of such parametric models is “a big challenge”
(Li et al., 2020a). Furthermore, The creators of the model need to anticipate
all possible changes of the model beforehand. The parameterisation needs
to be performed in a way that both enables the desired changes in ge-
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ometry and maintains the model’s robustness. As a result, “a parametric
model offers little flexibility” for the introduction of design solutions once
the parameterisation has been performed (Li et al., 2020a). If these models
are to be altered for new DS anyway, most modelling approaches are
“prone to modelling errors” (Camba et al., 2016), due to a lack of consistent
modelling practices, the complexity of relations in a master model and
ambiguous feature definitions. These modelling errors may often lead
to failures when regenerating the model after changes have been made
(Camba et al., 2021; Kasik et al., 2005; González-Lluch et al., 2017).
2.4 Design space exploration
The design space is a theoretical construct that describes the number of all
possible designs (Saxena and Karsai, 2010). It is bounded by constraints,
which describe limits to certain properties (behaviour or design param-
eters) that the products are not allowed to exceed. In most product de-
velopment approaches, these constraints are captured in the product’s
requirements. Inside these boundaries, the design space can be popu-
lated with countless concepts, each of them fulfilling the requirements, but
potentially with different qualities and behaviour.
The extent of the design space is vast—to cite Woodbury and Bur-
row (2006), “hyperastronomical in extent”. Hence, there are multiple
approaches to exploring the concepts residing in it. Examples include
SBCE (Sobek et al., 1999) or simulation driven design (SDD) (Sellgren,
1995), which prescribe a strategy for DSE in the product development pro-
cess. These approaches can employ different methods, based on different
product modelling approaches. The following section presents a selection
of function-modelling-based and geometry-modelling-based DSE approaches.
DSE using function modelling
Function modelling “addresses solution finding early in the process and
on an abstract level.” Eisenbart et al. (2012). This is due to function mod-
elling being able to clearly define the design space, simplifying the intro-
duction of novel solutions, and making possible analysis at an early phase.
As a result, there are many function-modelling-based DSE approaches;
this section presents a selection.
Borgue et al. (2018) use the explicit constraint modelling of EF-M to define
the design space in a redesign project for additive manufacturing (AM).
As a result, designers know which areas of the design are to be changed
and which are to be kept the same. Furthermore, through the representa-
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tion of the DR, the function model communicates why the relevant areas
are to be altered or not.
The Integrated Function Modelling (IFM) framework as presented by
Eisenbart et al. (2015) offers representation of the product in multiple,
function-based matrices. IFM enables analysis of system properties of the
product, using, for example, a design structure matrix (DSM).
Dimensional analysis conceptual modeling (DACM), developed by
Mokhtarian et al. (2017), supports “incremental innovation” through
“physics-based reasoning”. The DACM approach is based on bond graphs,
somewhat similar to the “black box model” presented in Figure 2.5. The
approach makes use of intricate variable mapping within the product
model, which enables the physics-based analysis. This allows for an as-
sessment of product concepts in the early phases of development.
The Hierarchical Co-Evolutionary Design (HiCED) design approach
by Jin and Li (2007) populates the design space with functional concepts
generated by a genetic algorithm that traverses the design space by “zig-
zagging” between functions and solutions, similar to Suh’s (1990) ax-
iomatic design. Helms and Shea (2012) use a an object-oriented graph
grammar based on FBS by Gero and Kannengiesser (2004) to explore al-
ternative configurations of products. The approach maintains physical
integrity through the modelling of connections between different product
modules, and therefor enables a high level of automation.
In general, almost all function-modelling-based DSE approaches lack
coupling to geometry models. The lack of a representation of the product’s
geometry hinders the analysis of important product behaviour, and there-
fore of whether the concepts reside within the design space. Furthermore,
several studies have reported a challenge for function modelling at the
high level of abstraction at which the product is represented (Tomiyama
et al., 2013; Vermaas and Eckert, 2013).
Design automation
Since CAD models are the backbone of product development for mechan-
ical products but are challenging to edit (Kasik et al., 2005), extensive
investments have been made in research and development on automating
generation and variation of these models. This automation has been done
in the first place to reduce the amount of repetitive routine tasks and free
resources for more creative tasks (Hopgood, 2001) but has also found its
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way into the toolboxes of DSE.
Parametric CAD is among the most common approaches for generating
a variety of CAD models. Multiple approaches exist, differing mainly on
how the master model is parameterised and how the parameters are stored
and managed. One example is the generative design approach presented
by Krish (2011), which employs a genetic algorithm to generate alternative
parameter values, and from that alternative geometry models. Parametric
DA approaches are often coupled with automated multi-disciplinary anal-
ysis (MDA) frameworks, such as presented by Sandberg et al. (2011). This
combination enables the exploration of a wider area of the design space,
while generating product knowledge.
The generation, capture, and storage of product knowledge is a core
element of knowledge-based engineering (KBE) (Stokes, 2001). Through
their high level of DA, KBE systems support the automation of repetitive
tasks as well as multi-disciplinary optimisation (MDO) (La Rocca, 2012).
Some KBE approaches aggregate the product behaviour knowledge of
multiple variants to generate meta models. These models interpolate the
design space between the simulated concepts and therefore allow for a
more holistic exploration of the design space. However, the design space
that these meta models represent is bound by available CAD models.
Most KBE approaches share the same limitation: they operate in a
design space predefined by the master model, which makes introducing
novel design solutions and concepts difficult.
Other DSE approaches use feature databases or design repositories to
combine existing modules into new concepts. These are similar to “design
catalogues”, which are also suggested by Pahl et al. (2003), with the added
help of DA. Omidvarkarjan et al. (2020) proposes such an approach, which






It is widely argued that engineering design lacks sufficient scientific foundation.
John R. Dixon 1987
While as old as the author of this thesis, the statement above is still
considered valid by many. Several works have discussed the need for
design research to be scientific (Blessing and Chakrabarti, 2009) and how
to achieve a sufficiently scientific level of practice. Research in the en-
gineering design field is not only understood as a pursuit of scientific
knowledge—it also pursues the goal of improving engineering and design
practice (Eckert et al., 2003). The following section describes the nature
of EDR between scientific research and practical application, based on
literature about and from the domain. The second section introduces dif-
ferent research methodologies that have influenced the research approach
presented in the third section. Lastly, the methods used for data collection
and processing are presented.
3.1 Between science and engineering
Engineering design research (EDR)1 has been defined as “the study of
principles, practices and procedures of design” (Cross, 1984). As such, its
1Different authors of different publications have referred to the subject in different
terms, such as engineering design research, design research or even design methodology
(although distinct from design methodologies). However, for this publication the term
engineering design research (EDR) has been chosen.
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topic can be distinguished from that of the “natural sciences”, since EDR
studies “the artificial”—how to create new artefacts—and not, like physics,
chemistry, or biology, processes observed in the natural environment
(Simon, 1996).
As stated by Eckert et al. (2003): EDR has “the dual goal of providing
understanding of designing as a phenomenon and to improve to process
that it is studying.” Therefore, the contributions of researchers in EDR
also have to focus on how the design process and the respective design
activities can be improved. Ullman (2003) states that an estimated 85% of
product development projects encounter problems in cost or time manage-
ment or by simply not functioning as intended—so there might be room
for improvement.
As a result, there is a vast host of methods and methodologies in
engineering support that have been developed through EDR. While the
definitions of these terms may be debated, in this thesis they are used as
follows:
• A method is a “systematic procedure with the intention to reach
a specific goal”2, following the definition presented by Pahl et al.
(2003).
• A methodology, as distinguished from a method, are “various meth-
ods [...] brought into a logical connection” (Hubka and Eder, 1988) -
therefore can a methodology make use of several methods, or meth-
ods can be arranged in a methodology (Estefan, 2008).
• A tool (the use of which might be required for the application of a
certain method) is a “working aid” (Birkhofer et al., 2002), which
may be developed in tandem with a method, but might also be
used in other contexts. Tools can be realised in different forms, for
example physical (such as hammers, whiteboards, or excavators) or
as software (such as CAD software, MS Word, or Skype).
However, the appreciation of design methods in industrial application
varies, as is shown in the following quote from a design methodology
newsletter:
“If you call it, ‘It’s a Good Idea To Do’, I like it very much; if you call it a
‘Method’, I like it but I’m beginning to get turned off; if you call it a
‘Methodology’, I just don‘t want to talk about it”
Alexander (1971)




These resentments do present a challenge for the introduction of meth-
ods (and even more so methodologies) in industrial practice and the
subsequent contribution of EDR to engineering design.
3.2 Research methodologies
To counter the critique of the scientific qualities of EDR, several researchers
have suggested research methodologies and approaches to guide (es-
pecially PhD student) researchers in the field. Among the most com-
mon methodologies applied these days is the design research method-
ology (DRM) as presented by Blessing and Chakrabarti (2009). Together
with the spiral of applied research (SoAR) (Eckert et al., 2003) and the journey
to validation (Isaksson et al., 2020), it has formed the research approach
followed in this thesis.
3.2.1 Design research methodology
Basic Method Results Focus
CRITERIA Measure
Observation & 
Analysis DESCRIPTIVE STUDY 1 Influences
Assumption & 
Experience PRESCRIPTIVE STUDY Methods
Observation & 
Analysis DESCRIPTIVE STUDY 2 Applications
Figure 3.1: Illustration of the DRM framework, reproduced following
Blessing and Chakrabarti (2009)
DRM was developed specifically to give long-term research projects,
such as the research leading to a doctoral thesis, a scientific structure. The
methodology, devised by Blessing and Chakrabarti (2009), describes a
series of studies and how to perform them in order for EDR “to become
an established area of scientific research”. The phases of DRM and their
connections are illustrated in Figure 3.1. The methodology is centred
around the definition of measurable criteria, which are established through
an initial literature review.The state of these criteria and the status quo
of engineering practice is observed in a descriptive study one (DS1). A
prescriptive study (PS) then prescribes a new method, methodology, or
tool meant to improve this status quo, in effect hypothesising that “this
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method/methodology/tool will improve engineering research”, along
the lines of in Reich (1995). The improvement, and with it the hypothesis,
is then evaluated in a descriptive study two (DS2). Only through a precise
definition of criteria, and comparison of their values in DS1 and DS2,
can the “hypothesis” of improvement of design practice be evaluated.
However, DRM does not focus on hypothesis falsification, actually not
even on the concrete formulation of a hypothesis—DRM focuses on the
improvement of design practice in a structured way, and a well-structured
documentation of it (Blessing and Chakrabarti, 2009).






Empirical studies of 
design behaviour
Development of 
theory and integ-rated 
understanding
Introduction of tools 
and procedures, 
dissemination








Figure 3.2: An illustration of the spiral of applied research, reproduced
following Eckert et al. (2004).
While Blessing and Chakrabarti (2009) puts the focus on measurability
and a clear ordering of related studies, other research methodologies
focus on the duality of EDR. In part, this stems from a critique of the
search for “quantitative metrics”. Eckert et al. (2004) states that complex
behaviour such as design can hardly be measured quantitatively. The
choice of the measure, the relationships between different measures and
outcomes (causality), and the generalisability of it are “tricky” in choice
and, potentially, ill-defined (Eckert et al., 2004). As a solution to this, Eckert
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et al. (2003) suggests a circular view on EDR: the SoAR, depicted in Figure
3.2, with four main research activities and four corresponding evaluation
stages. All of these are based on a core set of information, and all relate
equally to the dual evaluation framework of academia and industry.
3.2.3 Validation in engineering design research
According to Popper (2002), it is not possible to validate3 a hypothesis—or
any research related to it. A hypothesis can only be “falsified”, which
has to be attempted repeatedly. Only if repeated attempts to falsify the
hypothesis fail, does its verisimilitude increase, i.e., the probability that it is
true. For the research claim presented in this thesis, however, testing instead
of falsifying it, as prescribed by Gero and Kan (2016) or Reich (1995) for
EDR, is seen as sufficient for validation.
To justifiably claim to have produced knowledge, as well as having
improved an engineering design practice, the researcher needs to answer
to the question “Are you doing the right research?” (Le Dain et al., 2013).
This includes whether the research solves a problem, whether this problem
actually exists, and whether it is relevant to the field of research. But beyond
the validity of the research topic and questions, the proposed solution also
needs to be valid, that is, it needs to be “useful[..] in respect to a purpose”
(Barlas and Carpenter, 1990).
Often used in a similar context, verification instead relates to whether a
construct or model is consistent in itself 4 (Barlas and Carpenter, 1990). In
ISO 9000 validation and verification are defined as:
• Verification: Activities conducted to ensure that the design output
meets the input requirements (functional requirements and specifi-
cations).
• Validation: Activities conducted to ensure that the resulting products
meet the requirements for the specified application or intended use
(customer needs)
Following these definitions, a research claim has to be validated, and
the method supporting it has to be verified.
Since EDR aims to contribute to two different goals, the research also
has to be subject to two types of validation: while the academic results
need to be valid in terms of methodical data collection and evaluation, the
industrial side requires the methods and tools that are developed in the
3Popper actually says “verify”, see Footnote 4.
4These definitions are borrowed from the modelling literature. In traditional academic
philosophy, the definitions of validation and verification are reversed.
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Figure 3.3: “Journey to Validation” redrawn following Isaksson et al. (2020)
course of EDR to be powerful, reliable and validated (Eckert et al., 2003).
This is illustrated well in the “Journey to Validation” by Isaksson et al.
(2020)5, shown in Figure 3.3.
3.3 Applied research framework
As is common for EDR, this thesis follows a two-fold approach, contribut-
ing to the body of knowledge about engineering design and improving
the applied practice of the discipline.
Therefore, the presented research has been performed in close collab-
oration with three partners from the Swedish aerospace industry. The
main collaborator, here typically referred to as “the case company”, is a
tier-one supplier in the aerospace propulsion supply chain, developing
and manufacturing structural aircraft and engine components, as well as
propulsion systems for spacecraft. The two other companies develop and
manufacture satellite and spacecraft components.
This collaboration has allowed for insight into the engineering de-
sign practice, the problems that arise, and the need for design support.
The collaboration also provides a test-bed for the verification of the ap-
proach, as well as for validation of the approach in an applied engineering
environment.
The research activities in this thesis are contextualised in a research
framework that collects research questions, related research activities, and
the order of these processes. The framework, which is illustrated in Figure
3.4, is inspired by the notion of a “Journey to Validation” by Isaksson et al.
(2020), and has been adapted drawing on DRM (see Section 3.2.1) and the
5For which the current author performed data collection.
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Criteria Descriptive study 1 Prescriptive study Descriptive study 2














Figure 3.4: An illustration of the research process this thesis applies, show-
ing the interrelation between the scientific aspects of EDR at the top and
the engineering practice at the bottom, with the corresponding goals of
contributing to knowledge and to engineering practice.
SoAR (see Section 3.2.2).
The research claim, stated in Chapter 1.2.3, forms the centre-line that
the thesis follows. This claim is based on the identified research gap and
the practical problem faced by the industry, and offers a solution to both.
Research activities are performed in both the scientific domain and to
engineering design practice; these activities correspond roughly to the
three research questions. The identification of the initial research gap and
practical problem and the distinction between the scientific domain and
industrial domain follow Isaksson et al. (2020). The research activities,
which are based on the SoAR, are grouped in three main phases, each one
focused on answering one research question. These three main phases of
activities, together with the identified research gap and industrial problem,
are similar to the phases of DRM, see Figure 3.4. The research activities
ultimately lead to this thesis, which represents a contribution to academic
knowledge and a presentation of a design support method that improves
the applied product development process.
The theory and method developed are validated in their respective
domains. The contribution to practice is first verified in a laboratory envi-
ronmen and then validated through empirical studies in the engineering
design context, assessing how well presented approach solves the practical
problem. The contribution to knowledge is validated through a literature,
evaluating how well it closes the identified research gap.
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The following section elaborates on the thesis research methods and
how they interact with each other.
3.4 Adopted research methods
The entire research leading to this thesis covered a period of five years and
four research projects6. All of these projects were carried out in collabora-
tion with one or more companies from the aerospace sector; one specific
Swedish aerospace supplier, “the case company”, was a major partner in
each research project.
Initial studies
An initial literature study was performed in parallel with observations
at the case company to explore the research gap. Further motivation and
focus for the investigation came from earlier work by the author, such
as in Heikkinen and Müller (2015); Isaksson et al. (2016). As proposed
in both the SoAR and DRM, the research in academic literature and the
observations of engineering practices influenced each other, as illustrated
by the overlap of the respective diamond shapes in Figure 3.4. Through
this, a “recognition of a theoretical problem” and “observations or pre-
liminary studies” were both achieved, letting the efforts conform to the
initial step for scientific research as prescribed by both Popper (2002) and
EDR (Reich, 1995). The results of these initial studies, namely the iden-
tified research gap and industrial problem, laid the foundation for the
subsequently posed research questions.
Theoretical exploration
An additional literature study was performed to investigate the research
gap and find potential solutions among already developed work. The re-
sults of the study represent the knowledge base for the respective research
fields presented in Chapter 2. This knowledge forms the paradigms—i.e.,
the framework of concepts, results, and procedures (Kuhn, 1970)—that the
research claim builds on.As such, it provides the basis and background
for all appended papers.
The literature research was focused on product modelling approaches
for DSE from both an engineering design and a systems engineering point
of view. While Paper B and Paper C directly present results of the literature
6VITUM, DINA, and MEPHISTO, financed through VINNOVA, and RIQAM, funded
by the Swedish National Space Agency.
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research, all other publications also build on the results of the theoretical
exploration.
Empirical studies
To explore the industrial situation, several case studies were performed
with industrial partners. In these case studies, the researchers participated
in and observed practitioner activities, investigating product development
practices (Yin, 2006). The studies involved approximately 10 workshops
with over 50 different practitioners from multiple different companies
in the Swedish aerospace industry. Details about the workshops are pre-
sented in Paper A and Paper D. The author was also regularly present at
one of the case companies’ research and development offices for over two
years, participating in daily work routines such as team meetings.
The insights gathered through observations and workshops were en-
hanced through interviews with the practitioners. In some cases, work-
shops or interviews were preceded or followed by questionnaires, to
extend the qualitative data collection with more quantitative data.
The empirical studies and the “theoretical exploration” contributed
the majority of the answers to RQ1.
Theory development
Building onto the empirical data from the observation studies, combined
with the knowledge base fro the literature review, a theory about the cou-
pling of function and geometry to improve design practice was developed.
The theoretical framework and method have been developed in paral-
lel, following a loose interpretation of the spiral development approach
(Boehm, 2000). The framework provides the basis for the DSE method that
seeks to alleviate the challenges documented in the empirical studies.
As a result of the theory development, and as an answer to RQ2, a
model for improved DSE, combining function modelling with geometry
modelling, emerged. The model, the object model for function and geometry
(OMFG), is published and explained in Paper C and Paper E. It is described
using UML and a custom, multi-dimensional graph.
Method development
Based on the challenges and opportunities identified in the literature re-
view and empirical studies, a “scenario of the desired situation” (Blessing
and Chakrabarti, 2009) is developed, along with a method to realise that
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situation. Method and theory development were performed in parallel
and influenced each other. The developed method is a prescriptive result
from the developed theory about how to improve product development,
defined in a DSE method: function- and geometry-exploration (FGE).
The needs and requirements for this method are sourced from the
empirical studies at the different companies. The method was developed
in an iterative process through feedback loops with the practitioners. This
method builds on the knowledge basis established in the literature review,
and makes use of the features and qualities of suitable product modelling
approaches, such as EF-M and CAD modelling.
The model describes in detail the input, context, tools used, and expected
outcome of the method, complying with the call for clear method descrip-
tion by Gericke et al. (2017).
Evaluation of theory
The theoretical model developed connects the two dimensions function
and geometry. Two research activities were performed to evaluate the
proposed model which connects of these two product modelling domains.
First, a benchmark of the functional decomposition was created, fol-
lowing the Function in Engineering benchmark by Summers et al. (2013).
To create this benchmark, the theoretical aspects of the approach were in
the focus, and practical aspects of the method such as user interaction,
integration and visualisation were left out (Bracewell et al., 2001). The
benchmark is published in Paper C.
The second research activity supporting the theory is the automated
embodiment of design concepts. The automation was verified with a
prototype of a software tool. This tool is described in Chapter 4.2.2, and
the related study is published in Paper E.
Evaluation of method
Since “it is difficult to assess the effectiveness of a computational method
in a practical sense without creating a reasonable prototype system”
(Bracewell et al., 2001), a software tool was developed as a proof-of-
concept. This tool, the object model for function and geometry based
design space exploration (omfgDSE), allows for experimental testing of
all three modules of the method with user groups. The omfgDSE tool is
a server-based application providing a UI through a conventional web-
browser, realised using SQLite, Python Django, JavaScript, HTML, and
CSS. This allows for users of different operating systems to access the tool
without any prerequisites. Furthermore the setup allows for user studies
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through online workshops (as was necessary at times due to the Covid-19
pandemic). Lastly, it allows users to access the tool without having to in-
stall local software components, which is often denied due to a company’s
information technology (IT) security policies.
The decomposition and innovation modules of the method were tested
in two workshops each in two different research projects. The workshops
were attended by domain experts, developers, and managers. The work-
shops were closely monitored by the participating researchers, and the
results captured in the form of mind maps and photographs. The practi-
tioners’ feedback was captured through observation, interviews before
and after the workshops, and questionnaires. When the omfgDSE tool was
used for workshops, user interactions with the tool were logged through
the tool.
These methods, along with “Evaluation of theory”, lead to the answer
to RQ3.
3.4.1 Verification and validation
The research was validated by answering the question “are you doing
the right research?” (Le Dain et al., 2013). The validity of the research gap
was shown through a comparison with research challenges named in the
literature, whereas the industrial challenge was validated through the
results of the above listed empirical studies, and published in Paper B and
Paper C.
The proposed method has been verified—making sure it meets the
requirements— through a proof-of-concept tool. The related study is
published in Paper E.
The validity of a model or method is assessed by its “usefulness in
respect to a purpose” (Barlas and Carpenter, 1990) – meaning how well
does it solve an actual world problem? It is assumed that the validation of
the industrial challenge as well as the research gap as stated above proves
them to be “actual world problems”. A study with practitioners investi-
gated how well the proposed FGE method alleviates the problems, with
the practitioners confirming that the identified problems were indeed real.
Through a workshop, the method was applied to a product development
project at the conceptual product development phase. The results of the





Though our smoke may hide the heavens from your eyes,
It will vanish and the stars will shine again,
Because, for all our power and weight and size,
We are nothing more than children of your brain!
Rudyard Kipling
from: “The Secret of the Machines (Modern Machinery)”, last stanza
To be able to explore more, and more novel, product concepts, a prod-
uct’s functions, solutions, and geometry need to be represented in a way
that allows each of these aspects to be varied. Hence, a product devel-
opment method has been developed that allows for the introduction
of novel functions and solutions. The method, function- and geometry-
exploration (FGE), supports the exploration of alternative product con-
cepts in both the functional and geometric domain.
The following chapter presents the FGE method, the underlying object
model for function and geometry (OMFG) and the research leading to its
development and validation.
4.1 Summary of appended publications
The main contributions of this thesis are published in six academic publi-
cations appended in the second part of this thesis. A summary of relevant
parts of each publication follows below.
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4.1.1 Paper A: Connecting functional and geometrical rep-
resentation to support the evaluation of design alter-
natives for aerospace components
Paper A contributes to the thesis with an investigation into the challenges of ap-
plied DSE, focusing on the investigation of new solutions for an existing product
structure. EF-M is used as an efficient method for exploring alternative solutions
in an already existing product architecture. However, the results highlight the
need for the generation of CAD models for concepts explored in the functional
domain.
This publication presents a report from an exploratory design study.
The prescribed goal of the study is to explore novel and radical solutions
for an aeroengine component, a TRA. The challenge was to evaluate
these novel and radical concepts against the legacy design, even though
they showed such a wide difference in technology, TRL, and product
knowledge.
The challenges associated with introducing novel design ideas into
an established product architecture are described in Isaksson et al. (2016),
Paper [i]. The publication reports on the initial phase of the study, nam-
ing the goals of “function platform modelling”, “modelling [...] of [...]
alternative options” and “evaluation through simulation” for the study.
Paper A reports on how well these goals have been achieved and the
further challenges that arose.
Novel solutions and functions for the TRA were collected in ideation
workshops with product developers from the participating aerospace
manufacturing company and captured as DSs and FRs in an EF-M model.
The EF-M model allowed for a clear representation of the alternative
functions and solutions. Furthermore, it allowed the legacy design to be
captured in the same model, which is important since the new concepts
need to be evaluated relative to the legacy model.
For the evaluation of the concepts relative to each other, a VDD ap-
proach was pursued. The VDD approach approach allowed for the capture
and representation of different stakeholder needs and for weighing them
against each other.
In order to assess the stakeholder needs, so-called “engineering char-
acteristics” of each concept need to be evaluated. A set of these can be
analysed from the EF-M model, for example using DSM. Among these
characteristics are complexity, modularisation potential, and grade of
novelty. Simulation of other product properties, such as aerodynamic,
structural, or thermodynamic behaviour, requires CAD models. To en-
able the simulations, the EF-M model, and the DPs stored within, were
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  x[kN/mm] y[kN/mm] z[kN/mm] Mx[kNm/rad] My[kNm/rad] Mz[kNm/rad] 
Bearing-Flange 31.77 38.31 36.56 2010.03 1091.58 1085.89 
Engine-Lugg-Right 1.30 21.72 33.63 106.01 30.78 14.08 
Engine-Lugg-Middle 1.30 20.58 41.53 106.58 39.20 12.92 
Engine-Lugg-Left 1.27 21.24 34.88 105.85 25.88 15.05 
Outer-TFlange 81.00 60.73 59.31 82971.03 10898.46 10790.20 
Inner-TFlange 35.50 35.88 35.48 2149.26 3666.81 3684.20 
P-Flange 129.71 103.42 103.42 111584.45 19192.21 19192.44 
 
Figure 4.1: Stress analysis illustration and numeric results for loading of
bearing flange of exhaust cone in a TRA design with 14 vanes. Simulations
were performed by RISE IVF.
connected to parameterised CAD models via a spreadsheet routine. This
enabled the parameterised variation of an existing master model. How-
ever, the geometry models for conceptually different concepts had to be
created manually. As a result, only three different concepts could be eval-
uated in the VDD approach. The three concepts, and the results of their
stress analyses, are shown in Figure 4.1.
The use of EF-M proved to enable “systemic knowledge capture” and
representation of the different design solutions—independent of the TRL—
and their relations to the product’s architecture. However, only three of
the 1080 theoretically possible concepts could be fully evaluated due to
the challenges of embodiment. The use of a parameterised CAD model
was not sufficient, and the developers had to resort to manual CAD ma-
nipulation.
4.1.2 Paper B: Lessons learned from the application of a
function-means modelling method
Paper B contributes to this thesis with a literature-based motivation for the use
of EF-M for DSE. The function-modelling approach is – from a literature point
of view – well suited for the representation of the design space, capture of novel
design solutions at arbitrary abstraction levels, and systemicic product analysis.
EF-M is a function-modelling method developed at Chalmers Univer-
sity of Technology. Strengths and challenges associated with EF-M were
identified by analysing past research projects.
Among the strengths, presented in Table 4.1, are most characteristically
for DSE the ability to “keep an open design space”, “support simultane-
ous top-down and bottom-up modelling” and “support modularisation”.
These strengths result in EF-M enabling the easy introduction of new de-
sign solutions at any level of abstraction. This makes EF-M fit for capturing
innovation, and for first-order evaluation.
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EF-M Benefits Derived from:
B1 Holds an open design space Set-based engineering (Sobek et al.,
1999)
B2 Supports modularisation Break down into sub-problems
(Pahl et al., 2003; Suh, 1990)
B3 Enables systemic product be-
haviour/property analysis
Explain behaviour, working princi-
ples (Tomiyama et al., 2013)
B4 Captures and stores design ratio-
nale
Presentation of purpose
(Tomiyama et al., 2013)
B5 Provides a parametric bandwidth Set-based engineering (Sobek et al.,
1999), exploration of alternatives
(Kang et al., 2011)
B6 Supports simultaneous top-down
and bottom-up modelling
Different levels of abstraction in
functional decomposition (Eckert et
al., 2012)
B7 Filters design alternatives through
constraint employment
Generation of valid concepts only
(Kang et al., 2011)
B8 Captures variable design informa-
tion
Interorganizational communication
purposes (Tomiyama et al., 2013)
Table 4.1: Benefits of EF-M modelling of use for DSE.
The challenges of EF-M match the general challenges for function
modelling as presented by Tomiyama et al. (2013). The greatest challenge
for DSE appears to be the lack of a connection between the design rationale
represented in the EF-M model and the geometric product representation,
i.e., the CAD model. As shown in Paper A, geometry models are needed
for a subsequent analysis of the product’s behaviour, which in turn is
required for a fact-based evaluation and selection of concepts.
4.1.3 Paper C: Enhanced function-means modeling support-
ing design space exploration
Paper C presents the theoretical concept of the FGE approach, proposing to couple
function and geometry modelling into a combined DSE approach. This approach
is then compared to other, function-modelling-based DSE approaches from the
literature.
Building on the findings of Paper A and Paper B, this paper proposes
a DSE approach that enables concept representation in both the functional
and geometric modelling domain.
The paper explores the abilities of EF-M modelling to represent a
legacy design and its extension through novel DSs. The paper investi-
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gates a model of a glue gun, based on the function-modelling benchmark
proposed by Summers et al. (2013).
The glue gun is captured in EF-M through functional decomposition.
Beyond the mere DR in the form of FR, C and DS, the EF-M model captures
product function and behaviour parameters such as dimensions, tempera-
tures, and voltages. This is done for the legacy concept and for the new
solutions, which change the architecture from a wired to a battery-driven
glue gun, as shown in Figure 4.2. These parameters are then used for an
initial analysis of the two product concepts. This is similar in concept,
although not extent, to the physics-based reasoning that can be seen in other
function-modelling approaches, cf. Mokhtarian et al. (2017).
The DSE approach has been generalised into the function- and geometry-
exploration (FGE)1. The strengths of EF-M modelling, as presented in Pa-
per B, make it a suitable centrepiece of the DSE approach. The approach is
explained in detail in Section 4.2.1.
Design Case no of CC be portableC violated Avrg TRL min TRL mass c_int IF/module
Baseline 12 no 0 9 9 0.57 0.25
DC1 7 no 0 8.4 7 0.5625 0.636364
DC2 11 no 0 8.5 8 0.618182 0.5
DC3 10 yes 1 6.8 4 0.49 0.6
DC4 9 yes 0 5.8 3 0.54 0.27
DC5 10 no 2 7.4 5 0.37 0.56
DC6 8 yes 2 6.7 4 0.55 0.24
DC7 9 yes 2 5.2 3 0.48 0.31
DC8 8 no 2 6.3 2 0.46 0.38
DC9 7 no 2 3.7 4 0.4 0.76
DC10 7 yes 2 6.5 3 0.33 0.49
DC11 11 yes 2 4.9 2 0.51 0.6
DC12 11 yes 0 8 6 0.54 0.27
DC13 14 yes 0 8.6 3 0.52 0.48
DC14 10 yes 2 5.5 2 0.64 0.31
DC15 11 no 1 4 3 0.27 0.62
DC16 10 yes 1 5.5 4 0.51 0.62
DC17 9 yes 1 3.8 5 0.38 0.6
DC18 10 no 2 6.7 3 0.31 0.23
DC19 9 no 2 6.8 3 0.49 0.33
DC20 11 yes 1 7.9 2 0.58 0.6
DC21 9 yes 0 7.3 4 0.58 0.77
DC22 7 yes 1 4.6 6 0.63 0.23
DC23 11 no 0 8.5 3 0.27 0.59
DC24 7 yes 0 5.4 6 0.28 0.26
DC25 11 yes 0 5.6 3 0.64 0.5
DC26 10 no 0 7.3 5 0.29 0.38
DC27 9 no 0 5.6 6 0.29 0.49
DC28 6 yes 0 6.6 6 0.53 0.7
DC29 7 yes 0 4.6 6 0.28 0.51
DC30 10 yes 0 5.6 3 0.42 0.28
DC31 7 no 0 5.6 6 0.32 0.58
DC32 10 yes 0 6.3 5 0.3 0.45
DC33 6 yes 1 3.6 5 0.41 0.44
DC34 10 no 0 5.5 4 0.39 0.36
DC35 6 no 0 4.9 3 0.38 0.47
DC36 8 yes 2 5.3 6 0.52 0.69
DC37 7 yes 0 4.4 3 0.44 0.27
DC38 9 yes 0 6.9 3 0.23 0.62
DC39 10 no 3 3.2 3 0.45 0.3
DC40 11 yes 0 8.5 3 0.49 0.78
DC41 8 yes 0 7.6 5 0.6 0.78
DC42 9 no 0 6.3 2 0.77 0.2
DC43 6 no 2 3.4 6 0.68 0.79
DC44 6 yes 0 8.6 5 0.49 0.46
DC45 9 yes 1 3.4 3 0.31 0.56
DC46 8 yes 0 8 3 0.59 0.54
DC47 10 no 0 6.1 5 0.34 0.59
DC48 8 yes 0 4.3 3 0.24 0.33
DC49 8 yes 0 4.6 2 0.22 0.65
DC50 9 no 0 3.9 5 0.73 0.41
DC51 10 no 0 4.6 3 0.25 0.2
DC52 8 yes 0 4.8 3 0.49 0.36
DC53 9 yes 0 4.6 4 0.29 0.25
DC54 7 yes 0 8.9 4 0.73 0.52
DC55 7 no 0 7.5 4 0.71 0.31
DC56 9 yes 0 4.3 5 0.73 0.29
Original design geometry EF-M model Systemic property analysis Concept evaluation New design geometry
Functional decomposition EmbodimentInnovation
Figure 4.2: Visualisation of the concept evaluation process. EF-M model
containing all variants, DSM derived from the EF-M model, table of 56
concepts and evaluation criteria, renderings of legacy and selected con-
cept.
FGE is benchmarked with relevant DSE criteria based on Summers
et al. (2013). The presented approach stands out as one of the few keeping
an open design space, enabling the comparison of multiple concepts in
the same model.
However, the approach presented in Figure 4.7 relies on a coupling of
the function model to the geometry model, which enables an automated—
or at least less resource-intensive generation of CAD models of the indi-
vidual concepts. This coupling is not presented in Paper C, but identified
as a challenge for further development.
1However, the actual name FGE was introduced after the publication of Paper C.
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4.1.4 Paper D: Mapping the design space in function and
geometry models for re-design for AM
Paper D contributes to the validation of the decomposition stage of the FGE
approach, and defines further criteria for the embodiment. It illustrates how
EF-M—and therefore FGE—enables the representation of a product’s design
space and capture of product knowledge and thereby supports a more structured
DSE. Lastly, it shows the flexibility of the chosen function-modelling approach by
extending the definitions of constraints into manufacturing (Cm) and functional
constraints (Cf).
(a) (b)
Figure 4.3: The flow connector substitute product for the publication; (a)
the legacy design and (b) the redesign for AM.
Building on the FGE approach presented in Paper C, this publication
sets out to explore how well the function model can be used to represent
and populate the design space.
The functional decomposition and innovation steps of the FGE method
were performed in collaboration with design teams from three aerospace
companies. Each of the companies participating in the study had one
rocket or satellite component to be redesigned for AM. The study was
performed using the companies’ real components, to protect the compa-
nies intellectual property (IP), but a substitute part that accumulates the
most relevant geometrical and functional challenges was devised for the
publication. This part, the “flow connector”, is based on functions and
requirements which are typically found in satellite components. Figure 4.3
presents the flow connector in both its original and redesigned version.
With the aim of redesigning existing components for AM, the legacy
design was decomposed into EF-M models. A special focus was put on
identifying and capturing constraints, which then were distinguished
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.4: The functional (a) and geometric (b) design space after be-
ing pruned from relevant manufacturing constrained (respective Cm are
highlighted in red in the function model) elements.
as functional constraints (Cfs) and manufacturing constraints (Cms). This
provides a clear overview of the areas, in terms of both functions and
solutions, of the design that are affected by the change in manufacturing.
Together with the elements of the EF-M model coupled to the geometry,
this provides a clearly defined design space. Figure 4.4a shows the design
space representation in the functional domain, and Figure 4.4b shows the
geometric design space—after removal of all geometric elements that were
constrained by Cm related to traditional manufacturing methods.
Interviews with practitioners confirmed the usefulness of the design-
space representation through the coupled function model and geometry
model. Practitioners felt supported in their decisions about what to re-
design. However, the practitioners did struggle with the abstractness of the
function-modelling approach in the decomposition phase, cf. Tomiyama
et al. (2013).
The design of the flow connector was verified through test prints at
Chalmers University using fused deposition modelling, cf. Borgue et al.
(2019) (Paper [vii]).
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4.1.5 Paper E: Function model based generation of CAD
model variants
Paper E presents an implementation and application of the FGE approach with
the object model for function and geometry (OMFG). The connection between
function modelling and geometry modelling is presented in the OMFG. The
decomposition, design, and embodiment stages of the approach are demonstrated
on a TRS.
The previous publications have described the FGE approach, and how
to apply it. Paper E presents a realisation of the approach in the form of
an object model which enables the application of FGE. The object model
describes how function and geometry elements are to be linked to each
other to enable the automated generation of CAD models of different




































































Figure 4.5: EF-M model of a TRS with alternative DSs for four FRs. The
UDFs for the alternative DSs have the same colour coding in Figure 4.6.
The OMFG enables the capture of all relevant elements of both EF-M
and CAD modelling, as well as the necessary connections between them.
This builds onto the previously proven (Paper A, Paper D) geometry-based
functional decomposition of the product into EF-M
Based on the product architecture captured in the function model and
the linking to both interfaces and parameters, the assembly algorithm
can generate CAD models of all concepts instantiated from the EF-M
model. Through the concept of alternative interfaces, the user defined fea-
tures (UDFs) of alternative DSs can be placed in a new context without
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 4.6: Geometry models of the TRS, created through the proof-of-
concept tool omfgDSE for FGA. (a) Section through the the legacy design,
and (b) concept 16 which is composed of only the alternative solutions. (c)
CAD models of all 16 instances.
individual re-linking of the interface objects.
The OMFG is presented in detail in Chapter 4.2.2.
A proof-of-concept tool omfgDSE was developed to demonstrate the
functionality of the object model and approach. The web-server-based tool
enables function modelling, function-geometry linking, and DA for the
generation of CAD models of alternative concepts. A TRS, based on data
from the study reported in Paper A and Paper [i], has been modelled as a
legacy design. Alternative solutions for four different functions have then
been introduced into the function model, and their geometries integrated
into the OMFG. This is illustrated in the EF-M model in Figure 4.5, where
alternative DSs for four different FRs are captured. The EF-M model
furthermore shows the interacts with (iw) connections based on the linked
UDFs.
Based on these alternative solutions, 16 different concepts have been
instantiated in the functional and geometric domains. Renderings of the
sixteen CAD models are shown in Figure 4.6c. The concepts are composed
from different features, which are colour-coded in Figure 4.6.
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Setting up the approach requires a certain effort, such as for the func-
tional decomposition, geometric-module creation, or linking the modules
to and inside the OMFG. However, an approximate computation of effort
has shown that the approach is still more efficient than manual CAD-
model creation or alteration.
4.1.6 Paper F: Improved design space exploration through
function-based configuration of geometrical product
models
Paper F validates the FGE approach in an industrial product development project.
It is shown that the approach contributes to the exploration of alternative concepts
in the development of a guide vane (GV). Practitioners provide feedback and
pointers towards further development of the approach.
The FGE approach is put to the test in an industrial product develop-
ment project. In collaboration with the development team of an aerospace
manufacturing company, the FGE approach has been applied in develop-
ing a part for a turbofan engine, a fan frame GV.
The decomposition and innovation stages of the FGE approach were
applied in two workshops. A combined function and geometry model
of the GV was created and expanded with new solutions and functions
using the omfgDSE tool.
The practitioners’ experience with the approach, their opinions about
its usability, and the contribution of FGE to the development process was
captured through qualitative data collection methods. While—once again—
the abstractness of the function-modelling approach was challenging
for some, the use of the online tool was described by others as “very
comprehensible”.
The participating practitioners mainly emphasised the opportunity
for knowledge capture, representation, and exchange that the method
and its application offered to them. The use of the EF-M model illustrated
“how [the architecture of the GV] is connected”. They expressed that the
application of the method, in the same or future projects, was desirable.
Regarding the purpose of the method, practitioners stated that “gener-
ation of CAD models based on different configurations would be a key
functionality”. While this only means that there is a need for methods
like FGE, the general consensus among practitioners was that “this is one
possibility to generate, and evaluate, lots of concepts”. An overwhelming
majority stated that the application of the approach supported both the
introduction of new functions and solutions, many of which they assumed
would not have been considered with traditional approaches.
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From the statements about knowledge capture and exchange, the num-
ber of novel captured functions and solutions and the observation of the
practitioners, it can be concluded that FGE improves DSE. This is achieved
by providing a more function-oriented perspective onto the product, cap-
turing and presenting it in a respective model and at the same time con-
necting it to the product’s geometry. This could exemplary be observed
in how the discussions of the developers shifted from geometry-based
concerns to analysing the actual DR of the product.
Still, participants pointed out specific problems in the function-model-
ling approach relating to the capture of the DR of highly integrated prod-
ucts. If we abide by Suh’s 1990 first axiom “An optimal design always
maintains the independence of FRs“, a FR can only be solved by one DS.
However, in real life, product geometry is reused for multiple functions,
especially for aerospace structures were weight optimisation is among
the highest priorities. Since the chosen modelling approach EF-M strictly
follows axiomatic design, such dependencies are difficult to represent.
Another major concern voiced by the practitioners was the quality
of the CAD models. They need to be of sufficient quality to be subject
to automated meshing routines for finite element method (FEM) based
analysis.
4.2 FGE: Function- and geometry-based design
space exploration
Function models are able to represent how a product is expected to behave,
but CAD models are required to analyse how it will behave. While an EF-M
model “keeps an open design space”, most DA approaches determine
the search space at the setup of the master model. A function model can
represent a product’s architecture and DR—why a product looks the way it
does; a geometry model shows how the architecture is realised—how it
looks.
Based on these complementary qualities of the two very different mod-
elling approaches, a combined f unction- and geometry-modelling-based
design space exploration approach—FGE—was developed. It combines
the ability to describe the design space and to populate it. It supports the
introduction of novel design concepts at arbitrary levels of abstraction,
and enables their realisation in geometry models with reduced effort. It
represents the legacy design and novel functions and solutions in one
and the the same model. It enables the capture and representation of
teleological, architectural, and geometric knowledge.
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The FGE approach builds on the connection between the two mod-
elling domains. This connection is facilitated through the object model
for function and geometry (OMFG) which connects individual solutions
in the form of DSs from an EF-M model to their geometric instances. To-
gether with the capture of the geometric connections and DPs in the EF-M
model, this allows for a seamless, automated embodiment of alternative
product concepts into CAD models.
The FGE approach was developed during five years of research at
Chalmers University of Technology. It builds on the established function-
modelling approach EF-M and UDFs in the CAD software Siemens NX
with the Python application programming interface (API) NXOpen. The
approach was verified and validated in three different studies in collab-
oration with companies from the aerospace sector. These studies have
validated the individual stages of FGE using a proof-of-concept tool in a
laboratory environment.
4.2.1 The function- and geometry-modelling-based design
space exploration approach
The FGE approach allows developers to investigate novel solutions for
the development of a new product. Following common practice in most
product development projects, the approach assumes the existence of a
legacy design from which the development process can start. The FGE
approach can also be performed as a green-field design approach, through
a top-down development process, starting with the main functions of the
product. However, this thesis explains the more common approach, which
builds on the geometry model of an existing legacy design.
In the context of FGE, DSE is split into three main phases: decomposition,
innovation and embodiment. These three phases are illustrated in Figure
4.7a.
In a first step, the legacy design’s DR is captured through a functional
decomposition into an EF-M model (process (1) in Figure 4.7a). This func-
tion model acts as the basic representation of the design space, illustrating
constraints based on different stakeholders and how they impact the in-
dividual design solutions. The EF-M model allows for capturing of all
available product knowledge, be it in the form of behaviour, function, or
design parameters. The decomposition process, how to capture the DR of
geometric elements and how to integrate constraints and requirements
into the function model, is described in detail in Paper C and Paper D.
Developers can place their novel ideas in this design space—represen-
ted by functions, constraints, and the respective solutions—either as solu-
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Figure 4.7: The FGE approach. The orange area illustrates the geometric
domain, and the blue area the functional domain. (a) The three main steps
are (1) decomposition, (2) innovation, and (3) embodiment. The left side
represents the legacy design, and the right side represents a novel concept.
(b) A top view of the left-hand side (with the left hand being a section
through A-C). The coloured areas describe explored sections of the design
space.
tions for existing functions or as new functions, extending the product
with new functionality (process (2) in Figure 4.7a).
The new solutions identified at the innovation stage have to be embod-
ied and their individual geometric solutions linked to the EF-M model.
Paper E and Paper F present the innovation phase. The final embodiment
phase (process (3) in Figure 4.7a) can be fully automated through the DA
approach integrated in FGE, which is presented in Paper E.
Once multiple alternative sub-solutions have been captured, a factorial
combination of possible concepts can be instantiated. Figure 4.8 illustrates
this for an example with two FR with two alternative DSs each. In the
example, the instantiation results in four different concepts, where each
possible combination of solutions is present. The concepts are identifiable
through a distinct “DNA” of selected solutions, which lists the identifiers
of the respectively chosen solutions.
While the 2× 2 example in Figure 4.8 is relatively simple to compute,
alternative DSs on sub-functions create a higher complexity. The theoreti-
cal description of instantiation has been presented by Malmqvist (1997).
However, no function for the instantiation of all possible concepts could be
found. Therefore, it is presented here as a recursive function in Equations
4.1 and 4.2.
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Figure 4.8: Instantiation of a product project with alternative DSs in EF-M
and CAD. The upper row illustrates the instantation in the functional do-
main, and the lower row shows the geometry models using the respective













nconcepts(DS) = number of sub-concepts of a DS
nfr = number of FRs of a specific DS
nds = number of DSs of a specific FR
altFR = number of alternative solutions for a function
The number of concepts calculated by Equation 4.1 covers the modular
bandwidth of the design space. However, each of these concepts, can be
varied dimensionally, too, through the implemented parameterisation in
DP, DS and UDF.
The concepts can be analysed already in the functional domain for
product properties such as modularity, complexity, or other captured
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product knowledge. Examples for this kind of systemic analyses are shown
in Paper A and Paper C. This enables an initial screening of concepts before
they are to be embodied.
Based on the interfaces and parameters, an automated assembly al-
gorithm generates the CAD models for each of the feasible instantiated
concepts. The generated CAD models may then be used for engineering
analysis of the concepts. MDA approaches such as presented by Sand-
berg et al. (2011) can use these CAD models to simulate behaviour. The
results of these simulations can be stored in the behaviour parameters in the
EF-M model, associated with each concept. This allows for a systematic
evaluation of the different concepts by comparing behaviour and function
parameters. Constraint mapping towards behaviour parameters allows
for an automated evaluation and verification of concepts.
Once behaviour data has been captured in the EF-M model, individual
concepts and solutions can be analysed for their individual as well as
combined contribution towards the overall product performance. This
allows for an even more detailed investigation into which areas to subject
to further improvement and investigation.
4.2.2 The object model for function and geometry
The object model for function and geometry (OMFG) provides a repre-
sentation for the objects and their relations necessary to enable the FGE
approach. The object model is presented as a UML class diagram in Figure
4.9. The EF-M modelling elements DS, FR, and C are captured as objects
with the respective isb, requires function (rf), and is constrained by (icb)
links between them. FRs are linked to function parameters, which quantify
the required function. DSs are linked to DPs and behaviour parameters. DP
are to be set by the designers and are automatically linked to the geom-
etry model. They can be represented as ranges to explore a dimensional
bandwidth. Behaviour parameters are the result of the subsequent anal-
ysis process, and enable the evaluation of concepts through comparison
with the function parameters. Furthermore, the behaviour parameters can
already be used at a pre-geometric modelling stage to capture existing
product knowledge, as has been done in Paper C.
The coupling of the function model to the geometry model is realised
through the decomposition of the geometry model into feature groups.
Each feature group is realised through a UDF. UDFs have been chosen
since they make full use of the parametric-associative properties of com-
mercial CAD systems (Hirz et al., 2013), but provide a modular, almost
object-oriented approach with clearly defined interfaces. A UDF can con-
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Figure 4.9: UML class diagram of OMFG, as realised in the proof-of-
concept tool. Classes in white describe the objects necessary to represent
an EF-M model, while classes in grey represent the CAD-related classes.
Class properties and functions have been omitted for readability.
tain any type and number of parameterised geometric features and there-
fore the choice of UDF enables a parametric bandwidth inside the modu-
lar bandwidth. Furthermore, UDFs as modelling objects are available in
most commercial CAD systems. This allows UDFs to be used, created
and edited by regular CAD engineers with limited additional training.
A UDF object in OMFG contains all geometry elements that are needed
to realise the specific function, together with their interfaces and param-
eters. Each UDF requires interfaces to be placed in a model’s context.
These incoming-interfaces—denoted UDF-interface-in in Figure 4.9— are
defined upon creation of the UDF. A UDF may also provide outgoing in-
terfaces—UDF-interface-out in Figure 4.9, annotated geometric elements,
which provide interfaces for other UDF in the assembly context.
An example of this is illustrated in Figure 4.10. The DS “aerodynamic
optimised vanes” is embodied by the shape of the vanes. This geometry
is defined through the sketch for the vane extrusion. For its placement
in the concept geometry, the UDF “Vane1Sketch.prt” requires two points
and an axis for placement, which are captured as UDF-interface-out objects,
illustrated in red. The UDF also provides two UDF-interface-out objects
for other UDFs to be placed upon: the dimensional place feature “VaneS-
ketchPlane” and the sketch geometry “VaneGeometry1”. Furthermore,
the UDF is parameterised via six different parameters, which enable a
further bandwidth and adjustment of the geometry.
To enable the DA approach, OMFG automatically reads the UDF once
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Figure 4.10: Illustration of the UDF “Vane section”, embodying the DS
“Aerodynamic optimised vanes” in a TRS and its respective geometry (a
sketch), outgoing (green) and incoming (red) interfaces and parameters.
they are associated with a DS, and generates the respective interface
and parameter objects in the object model. However, the interfaces have
to be matched manually once to place the geometry in relation to the
existing product architecture. In the example of the vane-sketch UDF in
Figure 4.10, this means that for each of the three UDF-interface-in objects
“hubFrontPoint”, “hubAftPoint” and “turbineAxis”, the respective UDF-
interface-out objects have to be matched from the existing geometry. The
geometry-based interfaces are then represented as iw connections. These
iw connectors can be seen between the DS in Figure 4.12 and 4.5.
Alternative interface matches—Alternative Match in Figure 4.9—enable
the exchange of UDF for variant designs. The outgoing interfaces of a
UDF are in case of substitution replaced with the alternative interfaces
of the novel UDF. Alternative interfaces are set when introducing a new
UDF into the OMFG. Hence, on integrating the UDF from Figure 4.10,
the UDF-interface-out objects “VaneSketchPlane” and “VaneGeometry1”
would have to be set as alternativeMatch to the interfaces they replace. This
limits the need for interface matching, when introducing novel solutions,
to the incoming interfaces for the geometry of the new solution. Once a DS
and its related UDF have been placed in the model, there are no further
alterations to be done, no matter how many new objects are inserted.
After the instantiation of the individual concepts from the alternative
solutions, each concept is embodied. The assembly process, presented
as a UML activity diagram in Figure 4.11, places the individual UDF of
each concept into an individual part file. Each UDF then goes through the
placing algorithm, which first reads the incoming interfaces, i.e., the ones
required to place the part, from the EF-M model. The data consistency
towards the EF-M model is checked, i.e., whether all parameters are avail-
able and all interfaces are matched. If not, the part is marked as failed and
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Figure 4.11: UML process model of the assembly algorithm as imple-
mented in the FGE proof of concept tool.
put aside for error reporting. Since all interfaces are matched in the EF-M
model, either directly or via alternative interface matches, the algorithm
then searches for the corresponding geometry elements in the part file.
After the UDF of all DS have been placed, the CAD model of the concept
is returned to the EF-M model and associated with the respective product
concept object.
Should the assembly algorithm fail to generate a concept’s CAD model,
this can be seen as an indicator of the infeasibility of designing or produc-
ing the concept due to the incompatibility of the respective sub-solutions
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in the geometric domain. Human error, such as interface mismatches,
problematic parameterisation, and imprecise CAD modelling, may cause
such failure, but once these can be dismissed, the assembly algorithm acts
as a gate keeper that automatically filters out infeasible concepts.
Realisation in a proof-of-concept tool
The FGE approach has been realised in a server-based tool, the omfgDSE.
The tool is operated through a web interface, enabling a collaboration on
the same product model among multiple users at different locations. The
web interface is shown in Figure 4.12.
The tool implements the OMFG as shown in Figure 4.9. The object
model has been realised using Django and a SQLite database with a
JavaScript front end, using the Python-based NXOpen API to automate
the CAD software Siemens NX. This tool has been used to verify the DA
approach and assembly algorithm, as well as to validate the decomposi-
tion, innovation, and embodiment phases of the approach.
Parent element: link to FR
Element type, name
Illustration of linked 
geometry elements
Solution owner
Link to associated 
geometry




Details about geometry 
(interfaces, parameters)
Inner attachment
Figure 4.12: Web-based interface of the FGE tool “omfgDSE”, showing a
simplified EF-M model of a GV. The right-hand window pane illustrates
the details of the DS “vane profile”, such as associated geometry and
design parameters.
The tool provides a functional EF-M modelling environment, enabling
the modelling of both FRs and multiple alternative DSs. DSs can be
equipped with parameters and linked to geometry elements in the form of
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UDF. UDF interfaces and parameters can be linked via a graphical UI. An
instantiation algorithm generates all individual concepts. Each of these
concepts can automatically be embodied based on the data captured in
the EF-M model through the assembly algorithm shown in Figure 4.11.
While the generation of the UDF elements requires the use of CAD—in
the form of Siemens NX—by the user, all other functions can be performed
through the UI and are then executed on the server. No local CAD instal-
lation is required, even for the execution of the assembly algorithm.
For the purpose of validation studies, user-activity tracking was imple-
mented, capturing which user is generating and manipulating the objects
in the database. This feature was used in the study presented in Paper F.
Although FGE considers the automated MDA and feedback of be-
haviour parameter values, this has not been realised in the omfgDSE
tool.
4.2.3 The FGE approach applied
The different phases of the FGE approach have been tested in multiple case
studies. Figure 4.13 shows an IDEF0 process diagram of the application of
the approach. Two studies were performed in industrial collaborations, in
the context of development projects of aerospace components. These two
studies are presented in Paper D and Paper F, respectively. The studies
applied the functional decomposition, geometrical modularisation, and redesign
phases of the approach. Furthermore, the study presented in Paper F
gathered feedback on the approach in its entirety, and all stages were




























Figure 4.13: IDEF0 process model of the applied FGE approach.
Beyond these applications of FGE, the OMFG was verified together
with the related algorithms in a study focusing on the DA aspect of the
approach, published in Paper E. This study covered all stages of the
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approach but focused on the verification of embodiment, interface matching,
instantiation, and the assembly algorithm.
All practitioners who worked with the FGE approach appreciated
the support in terms of knowledge capture and representation. Nearly all
engineers who engaged with the FGE approach highlighted the importance
of such an approach, which describes the design space and can provide
variant CAD models in the conceptual product development phase. The
practitioners stated that the approach supports the exploration of both
more, and more novel, design solutions,. Figure 4.14 shows a selection of
feedback from a questionnaire from the study presented in Paper F.
The omfgDSE approach supports the introduction of new FUNCTIONS 
The omfgDSE approach supports the introduction of new SOLUTIONS
Without this approach we wouldn't have found these solution
How well did the method fit into this development project?








0 1 2 3 4 5
0 1 2 3 4 5
0 1 2 3 4 5
  
0 1 2 3 4 5
  






Figure 4.14: Selected answers from the questionnaire after the innovation
workshop. Each x represents one answer.
The studies presented in Paper D and Paper F used FGE to repre-
sent and populate design space. Both decomposition and innovation were
performed by practitioners. Figure 4.15 shows how a GV was decom-
posed into UDF, DS and FR, and how the respective geometry elements
were associated with DS. As can be seen, DS to UDF is a 1 : n relation,
since some design solutions (as long as they have not been decomposed
into sub-functions and sub-solutions) may relate to multiple geometric
elements.
In both cases, the products were decomposed through multi-discipli-
nary workshops with engineers and developers from different disciplines.
This enabled the capture of functions and constraints that described the
entire design space.
Paper D and the corresponding Figure 4.4 illustrate how a design space
description using EF-M enables a more systematic search for new solu-
tions. Through the OMFG, the design space description can be presented
simultaneously in both the teleological and geometric domain. In the case
study, the impact of Cm on the product was represented. As a result, the
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Figure 4.15: A subset of the UDF that the vane has been decomposed into.
UDF and geometry elements are colour coded, and the figure only shows
a subset of all UDF for the GV.
use of the FGE approach clearly illustrated which solutions, and therefore
which geometric elements, needed to be redesigned.
In Paper F, FGE was used not only to represent the design space, but
also to populate it with novel functions and solutions. The degree of novelty
of the identified new solutions was determined methodically. Rather, the
subjective perception of the participating engineers was used to gauge the
effectivity of the approach to capture radically novel solutions. According
to this practitioner feedback, which is also presented in Figure 4.14, the
approach supports the introduction and capture of novel design solu-
tions as well as functions. This is consistently reflected in the practitioner
statements in the studies published in Paper D and Paper F.
While the development of novel functions was investigated specifi-
cally, based on the features of EF-M modelling and the observations of
the workshops, extending the legacy product’s functionality can be per-
formed with the same effort as developing novel solutions. From this it
can be concluded that FGE enables exploration of not only a modular and
parametric bandwidth, but also a functional bandwidth of the design space.
The ability to represent the design space and capture and represent
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novel solutions and functions relative to the product architecture was
appreciated by all practitioners interacting with FGE. The generation
of CAD models ready for FEM-based analyses was mentioned multiple
times; this ability has been highlighted as a crucial requirement for evalu-
ating, and therefore considering, any new solution: the FGE approach was
perceived to be “one possibility to generate, and evaluate, lots of concepts”
(practitioner quote from Paper F).
The DA element of FGE was applied on a TRS, where four new so-
lutions were introduced. These were modularised and connected using
the omfgDSE tool. The relevant EF-M model with the iw connectors com-
puted based on the geometric relations of the associated UDF is shown
in 4.5. The assembly algorithm presented in Figure 4.11 automatically
generated the 16 different CAD models of all possible variant designs,














2 DS per FR
manual
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Figure 4.16: Effort to generate all possible combinatorial concepts, either
manually (orange) or with the FGE approach (blue).
FGE does not support the generation of new solutions; these still have
to be embodied manually. However, it does automate the integration
into legacy CAD models and CAD models for other concepts. Although
this does come at a cost of initial modelling and integration effort, the
calculations presented in Paper E point towards a reduced effort for DSE
projects that use more than two alternative solutions. This is illustrated
in Figure 4.16, which shows the effort associated with generating CAD
models for alternative variants using a manual approach and using the
FGE approach. Even when assuming high penalties for the integration





The ideal thesis should resolve and eliminate its research questions,
and release the mind to do new things.
Kees Dorst
In design, form does follow function. This has been established in Chap-
ter 1 and has been the premise for this thesis throughout, based on under-
standing the design process as developing a product to fulfil a function.
The goal of the presented FGE approach is to improve this development
process by providing a DSE aproach that couples these two product as-
pects: form and function.
This chapter discusses the degree to which the FGE approach meets
this goal, and whether the presented results answer the three research
questions posed at the beginning of this thesis, whether the answers
are valid, and, if so, how they have been validated. Lastly, the chapter
considers the FGE approach in relation to other DSE approaches.
5.1 Answers to research questions
The three research questions, posed at the beginning of the research pro-
cess, guided the work leading to this thesis. Taken together, the answers
to the research questions provide sufficient support for the research claim.
Table 5.1 summarises each appended paper’s contribution to answering
each research question, with the size of the dots representing the estimated
size of the contribution.
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Publication RQ1 RQ2 RQ3
Paper A •
Paper B • ·
Paper C · • ·
Paper D • • •
Paper E · • •
Paper F · • •
Table 5.1: Contribution of the appended publications to answering the
research questions. Bullet size roughly relates to how much the paper
contributes to answering the respective question.
5.1.1 Answers to research question 1
What are the needs for function and geometry models to support the generation
and evaluation of a wider variety of concepts?
Research Question 1
The abilities required to enable the evaluation of a wider variety of
design concepts in the conceptual phases of product development have
been identified as the ability to:
• represent the design space with its different constraints and their im-
pacts on individual solutions,
• capture novel ideas on different levels of product abstraction in relation
to an existing legacy design architecture
• support the embodiment of the concepts generated from these new
solutions, to enable subsequent engineering analyses
• enable the evaluation of the concepts, both to verify whether they fulfil
the requirements and how well they perform relative to each other.
Paper B and Paper C present the need for a clear representation of the
design space as a result of literature research. Paper C derives it from the
need for successful DSE, and Paper B from the perceived strength of EF-M
modelling. The same need—and an initial resolution in the form of the
use of EF-M—has been shown with empirical research in Paper D. The
capture of different types of constraints and their relations to the different
design solutions has provided a better perspective for developers from
which to redesign products. Paper F and Paper A also implicitly make use
of a clearly defined design space in their DSE approaches using EF-M.
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The ability to capture radically new solutions is the driving force behind
the study presented in Paper A. As a result, the data from the paper
support the answer to the RQ. The same need is present in Paper D, where
a freed-up area of the design space needs to be re-populated with novel
design ideas.
The need to build on an existing legacy design is one of the major
challenges posed in Paper A; but the exploration of alternatives in Paper C
also has to build on an already existing product geometry. In Paper D, cap-
turing and maintaining the functionality of the legacy design and keeping
the legacy geometry play an important role. The industrial development
project presented in Paper F is also based on a legacy design.
The need for a direct embodiment of concepts is apparent throughout
the presented papers; the lack of it appears as a definite barrier to DSE
in Paper A, obstructing the exploration of further concepts. It appears as
a result from the function modelling literature in Paper B and as a DSE
requirement, also based on a literature review, in Paper C. It also appears
as a challenge and a definite need for a holistic DSE approach in Paper D.
The need for evaluation of concepts arises directly from literature, it is
even prescribed in the product development according to Pahl et al. (2003):
“evaluate based on goals and requirements”. As such it is the underlying
reason for the need for embodiment: to be able to evaluate, analysis is
needed, and therefor CAD models are required. As such, the need has
been prominent in all applied studies, presented in Papers A, C, D and F.
5.1.2 Answers to research question 2
How can novel product concepts be captured, represented, and evaluated in both
functional and geometric domains, and how can these two modelling domains be
connected to support the automated creation of CAD models from the function
model?
Research Question 2
As an answer to RQ2, a DSE method, FGE, has been developed. This
method, presented in Paper C and Paper E, combines a function-modelling
approach with a module-based DA approach in order to define the design
space, populate it in both the functional and geometric domains, and
enable the analysis of all generated concepts through the generation of
CAD models for each one.
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The applicability of the function-modelling approach EF-M for DSE
was elaborated in Paper B. Paper C further presents the qualities of EF-M
as a DSE method. Paper E presents a full implementation of the FGE
approach, which is tested in a laboratory situation.
FGE, as presented in Paper C, builds on a concrete link between a
design solution and a set of geometric elements. This link, realised in the
OMFG, is presented in the form of an object model. It was implemented
in a proof-of-concept tool, which demonstrated in its functionality, in
Paper E. The same proof-of-concept tool, in a refined version, was then
used in a collaborative industry project to validate the usefulness of FGE,
presented in Paper F.
The geometry-modelling side of FGE, as presented in Paper E, enables
to link each DS to its respective geometrical elements, together with the re-
spective topological interfaces and geometrical parameters. This provides
the basis for an automated assembly algorithm, which automatically gen-
erates CAD models of all possible concept instances. While this approach
has successfully generated geometry representations of all 16 possible in-
stances in the study presented in Paper E, the validation study presented
in Paper F showed that the current implementation of the tool is not yet
scalable. However, the assembly algorithm has proven to be able to handle
a variety of interfaces, manage the respective geometry-related DPs, and
thereby generate CAD models of topographically different concepts.
5.1.3 Answers to research question 3
How does the application of a product development method that combines the
product’s function and geometry models support the exploration of radically new
design concepts?
Research Question 3
Using FGE to develop alternative product concepts enables engineers
to capture more, and more novel, product solutions. The approach sup-
ports the generation of CAD models of these concepts, thereby enabling
the analysis of more concepts, and more varied concepts. The use of the
approach supports the capture and representation of product knowledge,
both in the teleological and geometric domain. The approach also repre-
sents the design space for product developers, which allows for a more
systematic design space exploration.
The approach has been used for DSE in an experimental context in
Paper E and an applied context in Paper F. In both cases it was shown
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to support the exploration of alternative design concepts by capturing
individual solutions in a design space described through a function model.
These solutions were then instantiated in multiple alternative concepts.
Each concept was then embodied in a CAD model, using a DA approach
based on modularisation of the geometry model.
Application of the FGE approach in collaborative projects in the aero-
space industry has shown that it has the ability to improve DSE. In a case
study, the application of FGE has, according to the participating engineers,
increased the number of explored alternative solutions and functions. As
shown in Paper F, it also increased the subjective novelty of the identified
solutions and functions. This case study was a practical validation of the
theoretically predicted wider DSE as presented in Paper C and Paper A.
Beyond the quantity of new design solutions captured in the study, the
approach was also shown to be a more systematic approach to DSE. The
capture of solutions and functions as well as their relations in a function
model provides an overview of the design space. This enables developers
to identify gaps for further development, as was shown in Paper D, as
well as the impact of novel design solutions on the existing product as a
system.
Beyond the abilities to support DSE, the presented approach also sup-
ports product knowledge capture, storage, and retrieval. Therefore, FGE
can be described as a KBE approach (Stokes, 2001). Furthermore it fostered
a function-based exchange between the practitioners, thereby leading to a
more function-oriented product development process.
Since the EF-M model captures the design rationale of a product con-
cept, and represents it in close relation to the respective geometry, it en-
ables a higher understanding of the product as a system. While this helps
developers understand their product beyond their respective knowledge
domains, as presented in Paper F, this ability provides further support for
systematic DSE, as suggested by Cohrs et al. (2014).
5.2 Verification and Validation
As elaborated in Chapter 3, this thesis follows two goals: to improve
product development practice and enhance knowledge about the process.
This has led to the research claim presented in Chapter 1.2.3. To show that
this claim is valid, three points have to be proven: that it investigates a
valid problem (Le Dain et al., 2013), that the presented method in itself works
(Barlas and Carpenter, 1990) and that it is useful (Pedersen et al., 2000).
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5.2.1 Validity of research questions
Following Le Dain et al. (2013), to validate research, one needs to answer
the question: “Are you doing the right research¿‘. This question has been
answered as follows for both the contribution to academic knowledge, as
well as to engineering design practice:
Validation of the research gap
In EDR function modelling methods have been researched for multiple
purposes, with promising results for product representation, analysis, and
exploration of novel concepts. Also, plenty of DSE methods based on
CAD models and DA are available, from parameterised models (Krish,
2011) over MDA tool chains (Sandberg et al., 2017) to topologically flexible
master models (La Rocca, 2012). So why is there a need for another DSE
method?
Whereas function models lack a representation of the geometry which
is necessary for engineering analysis, do CAD based approach lack the
flexibility and DR representation which is needed to implement radically
novel solutions. No modelling approach which directly connects product
geometry—in the form of CAD models—to a function model for the
purpose of DSE could be identified in the literature. The relevance of this
gap is also highlighted by other researchers, such as
• Cohrs et al. (2014) calling for “interdisciplinary integration of func-
tion architectures with CAD models”,
• Tomiyama et al. (2013) highlighting the “missing direct connections
with [...] geometric models” as a reason for function models being
perceived as “not practical”,
• or Umeda and Tomiyama (1997) stating that “future CAD technology
[...] should represent and reason about function”.
From these many-voiced statements it can be concluded that the EDR
community sees a definite gap in the modelling landscape between the
two domains of function and geometry, which this thesis has set out to
close.
Validation of the industrial problem
While the research gap could be validated through a review of the EDR
literature, the need in the industry had to be explored through empirical
studies.
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The research claim of this thesis calls for a DSE method for the con-
ceptual phase of the development of complex engineering products, such
as aeroengine components. Practitioners were observed in their daily
practice through the action research approach pursued in several studies
underlying this thesis. This information base was deepened through in-
terviews and workshops, where current practices, needs, and challenges
for the applied PDP were investigated. Paper A presents these kinds of
observations in a DSE project, supported in Isaksson et al. (2016) (Pa-
per [i]). These observations continue in Paper D, where the challenge in
the industry-backed project was to investigate novel solutions and tech-
nologies. Paper F explores these observations through interviews and
workshops, with practitioners directly confirming the needs for a method
such which represents a product’s function and geometry.
5.2.2 Verification of the method
Paper C presents a model for a DSE method , but it remained to be shown
that the method actually works. Each of the three steps of the FGE method
has been verified, with one study verifying the approach as a whole.
The decomposition of a legacy design into EF-M has already been docu-
mented by Landahl and Johannesson (2018); Levandowski et al. (2014);
Raja and Isaksson (2015), and can therefore be presumed as proven. This
is discussed in detail in Paper B. The research presented in this thesis
adds onto EF-M a more refined description of the design space by distin-
guishing between constraint objects, as presented in Paper D. The same
publication, together with Paper C, illustrates the decomposition stage of
the approach in detail, and therefore verifies the initial step of FGE.
The innovation stage of the approach is also based on EF-M modelling,
which has been effective in capturing and representing novel solutions
and functions into an existing product architecture, presented in Paper A,
Paper D, and Paper F. Practitioners stated that the method supports inno-
vation, in both Paper D and Paper F. However, as per the feedback from
practitioners presented in Paper F, there is room for improvement.
The combination of functional and geometric modelling has been a focus of
all publications, but is most prominently explained in Paper C, Paper D
and Paper E. The possibility of decomposing the entire geometry into a
function model, the ability to capture novel solutions and link them into
the existing product structure and the ability to map parameters across
both domains verify the link between the function and geometry mod-
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elling domain (Cohrs et al., 2014).
The embodiment stagehas been shown to be functional in the DA im-
plementation in OMFG and the accompanying omfgDSE tool. Paper E
presents the DA approach for a TRS based on an industrial case study.
While it has not been verified that the approach can scale to handle more
complex products, it has been shown to work on a highly integrated
aircraft engine component.
Paper E also shows all three stages of FGE applied on a single product,
and thereby verifies the integration of the three stages of FGE into a holistic
DSE approach.
Verification of tool
A proof-of-concept tool was developed to verify the FGE method. This
tool supports the method through a user interface, data management, and
an implementation of the DA algorithm.While the first two steps of the
method can theoretically be—and have been, in Paper A and Paper D—
performed without the tool, an implementation in the form of a digital
tool is crucial for executing the embodiment stage, which relies on DA.
Furthermore, the tool has been used in Paper F to support and guide the
workflow of FGE and for interaction with practitioners.
One of the main functions of the tool is the mapping of geometry to
function objects, that is a realisation of the coupling of function and geometry
models. This has been achieved, as presented in Paper E. However, the
level of DA and user experience (UX) are only developed to the degree
necessary for an evaluation of the basic functionality. Although no official
TRL assessment has been performed, the tool can be described as a “char-
acteristic proof-of-concept”, which would correspond to TRL 3 (Mankins,
1995). While this level of maturation was sufficient for verification pur-
poses, further development of the software is needed for real application
of the method in a product development project.
5.2.3 Usefulness of the method
The research presented in this thesis addresses a relevant problem, see
Paper A and Paper F. For this problem, a solution int the form of FGE has
been presented in Paper C, and in Paper E it has been shown that the FGE
approach theoretically works as proposed.
Practical usefulness was demonstrated in Paper D and Paper F, where
the approach was applied in a practical context, supporting the develop-
ment of an engineering product. New functions and solutions could be
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mapped and explored and practitioners confirmed that this was due to
the use of the FGE approach. While blended with constructive criticism,
the practitioner feedback has declared the method as “one possibility to
generate, and evaluate, lots of concepts”—which is what it aims for.
5.2.4 Method use
The presented research results were reached using different methods of
data capture and evaluation, as presented in Chapter 3.4. This section
assesses how well these methods were applied and how this affects the
quality of the results.
The empirical data collection was performed at different aerospace
companies. While there was a variation in the roles, skills, and experience
of the participating engineers, the majority of interview partners and
workshop participants are employed in the research and development
departments of aerospace companies. This selection of participants can
lead to a bias in the research results (Williamson and Bow, 2002). To
counter this bias, the empirical data has always been evaluated together
with more general results from the literature.
It is always difficult to generalise findings from action research, since
the approach, with the researcher closely engaged in a specific envi-
ronment, naturally sacrifices global relevance for local (Blessing and
Chakrabarti, 2009). Therefore, although the approach appears to be solv-
ing a concrete problem in concept development in the aerospace industry,
it is difficult to say whether it solves a general problem in engineering
design. However, the research gap has been shown to be a relevant gen-
eral problem in the EDR community. Furthermore, the approach has been
tested in four different product development projects with three different
companies (see Paper D and Paper F). While these are all in the same
industry, this provides at least a certain level of “global relevance” for the
aerospace sector.
That said, it cannot be conclusively determined that the reported use-
fulness in the case study in Paper F—the increased number of explored
concepts—is linked to the application of the method. As mentioned in
Chapter 3.2, the Hawthorne Effect can cause overly positive feedback
which is only triggered by the change in method, not the quality of the new
method (Rob MacCarney et al., 2007). The impact of such an effect can




In principle, the FGE method solves a valid and relevant problem: it en-
ables the exploration of more, and more novel, alternative design concepts.
It does so by proposing a modelling approach that closes the gap between
two modelling domains, function and geometry.
However, both EDR and SE research have come up with DSE methods
that explore the design space based on either function or geometry mod-
els. The question arises: why should FGE be applied—or continue to be
developed—instead of other, potentially more mature, methods?
Among the most common methods—almost standard in today’s prod-
uct development processes (Hirz et al., 2013)—is the mature technology
parametric CAD. While it allows for a relatively effortless altering of a
CAD model, the explorable design space is limited to dimensional varia-
tion. Although most CAD systems support the suppression and activation
of features through parameters, thereby enabling a certain geometrical
variability, such approaches are sensitive to larger changes in parameters,
since the relations of their impacts are not mapped—potentially resulting
in failed geometries (Kasik et al., 2005; Camba et al., 2021). Furthermore,
the entire explorable design space needs to be coded into the parameterisa-
tion of the master model. As a result, parametric design requires designers
to iterate between problem and solution space, incrementally expanding
the parametric model once the search space of the parameterisation has
been exhausted (Yu et al., 2014).
FGE, on the other hand, takes the dimensional bandwidth of param-
eterisation and includes it in the UDF, coupled to the DR in the EF-M
model. As a result, each model can take on dimensional variability on top
of the modular bandwidth. Furthermore, FGE supports the inclusion of
entirely novel solutions on arbitrary levels of abstraction in the existing
product model, where the introduction effort is reduced due to the inter-
face mapping of OMFG.
The variety of CAD models that can be generated using DA approaches
in KBE is much higher than for parametric CAD approaches. Furthermore,
the level of automation is far more sophisticated than that presented for
FGE. KBE approaches, such as presented by La Rocca (2012), are capable
of managing, generating, and maintaining more complex geometries than
FGE. However, the DA deficit in FGE can be attributed to the TRL of
the presented approach. So far, the DA aspect has been realised in a
proof of concept, demonstrating the general mechanics of the interface
capture, assembly algorithm, and parameterisation. Further work towards
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implementation is necessary.
The main difference between FGE and KBE is, however, the way how
the geometry models are generated. Most KBE approaches exchange, alter
or scale geometry based on topological and geometrical concerns. In the
FGE approach, geometric changes are driven by a change in the product’s
function. By changing the DR—the reason for the design—the geometry
is changed with it. In this modelling approach, form does follow function.
KBE focuses on the generation of variant CAD models, but even more
so on the knowledge about their behaviour. Therefore, KBE approaches
usually have a strong MDA aspect, where the routine tasks of analyses
such as meshing and FEM are automated, and the results captured and
presented for evaluation of the concepts, for example using parallel dia-
grams (Bertoni et al., 2018). The knowledge-based master models (KBMM)
(Sandberg et al., 2017) are examples of this, which, similar to FGE, use
the Siemens NX-based DA approach to generate CAD model variants.
These models are then subjected to a MDA tool chain, coupling back into
a feedback loop optimising the geometry. Where FGE only proposes the
use of MDA, this approach realises it on an industry-applicable scale.
Approaches such as high-level CAD templates (HLCt) (Amadori et al.,
2012) or functional features (Cheng and Ma, 2017) provide much more
sophisticated DA approaches than FGE and also claim to take into account
the product’s function. However, neither employs an explicit function
representation, thereby not providing support for “functional design” as
is necessary according to Umeda and Tomiyama (1997). The same can be
said for KBMM by Sandberg et al. (2017).
The idea for the use of MDA results in FGE differs in the way that the
results can not only be presented, but directly put into context with the
functions and constraints. This provides both a possibility for automated
concept evaluation and a refinement of the design space based on the





Scientists discover the world that exists;
engineers create the world that never was.
Theodore von Kármán
This thesis presents a design space exploration approach for the concep-
tual product development phase. The FGE approach enables the capture
of novel functions and solutions, their representation in relation to a legacy
design and automates the generation of the CAD models needed for their
evaluation. To do so, the FGE relies on the OMFG, which provides a cou-
pling of function and geometry models, and as such, shows how form
follows function.
The approach is based the needs of product developers developing
complex engineering products, such as in the aerospace industry. These
needs have been established through empirical and literature studies. The
approach prescribes a model to link two previously unconnected mod-
elling domains in the product development process, function modelling
and geometry modelling. The approach’s contribution to applied prod-
uct development has been shown in three studies in collaboration with
industrial practitioners.
The research results, development and validation has been presented
in six core publications (Paper A through F) which form this thesis, and
the author’s research has further contributed to 10 additional publications
(Papers [i] through [x]).
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6.1 Contribution and claim
The FGE approach enables DSE through a simultaneous, associated prod-
uct representation in two different domains. Commonly applied approa-
ches, such as parameterised CAD or function-means modelling, only
represent an isolated product aspect, namely either function or geome-
try. By combining function modelling, to represent the design space and
teleological product aspects, with geometric modelling, to represent and
analyse, the approach supports design space representation, population,
and concept analysis.
The result is a novel product development approach, which enables
a function-oriented search for novel solutions and concepts. These novel
concepts can be captured as functions and solutions in relation to an
existing product structure. By using the OMFG, the representation of
novel concepts can be automatically transferred from the functional to
the geometrical domain. While admittedly more evolved DA approaches
exist, they often operate on a closed-off design space, which is defined
by geometrical considerations. The FGE approach drives the DA from
a function-based perspective, where not only novel geometry, but novel
functions and solutions are integrated into an existing legacy architecture.
Furthermore does the design space of FGE remain open to novel solutions
on all levels of product abstraction, and is not prematurely limited through
the definition of a master model.
The approach has been validated in a laboratory environment, which
would correspond TRL 41, and realised in a proof of concept tool. This
approach, used together with the proof-of-concept tool, has proven to
support developers in multiple studies in applied product development
contexts.
From this, it can be concluded that FGE as a function- and geometry-
based design space exploration approach does support the investigation
into novel and radical design concepts in the conceptual product develop-
ment phases.
6.2 Future work
The function-modelling approach EF-M chosen for FGE stands out for its
representation of design space and DR and ease of introducing novel solu-
tions on arbitrary abstraction levels. However, criticism has been voiced,
especially in the study presented in Paper F, that certain relations between
1No official TRL assessment has been performed. This approximate assessment has
been done by the author based on reading Mankins (1995).
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different functions and solutions are difficult and unintuitive to capture.
Although EF-M is a well-established function-modelling approach, further
research into the representation of highly integrated product architectures
is needed.
Applying EF-M in the presented FGE, mostly FR and DS objects have
been used to represent a product concept. While Paper D has also consid-
ered the modelling of C objects in EF-M, they have not played a major
role in the further studies. Constraint modelling is, however, one of the
major strengths of EF-M in both design space description as well as for
concept evaluation. Further research into well-constrained EF-M models,
especially in the focus of automated MDA or MDO approaches, is there-
fore considered necessary and valuable. Such developments would also
enable the possible automated feedback of product information from the
analysis stage into the EF-M model, which could allow for automated
concept evaluation and comparison.
Through the connection between the function models and geometry
models, FGE generates CAD models of each instantiated concept. While
these models appear to be valid in Paper E, further development is needed
to see whether they fulfil the criteria for automated meshing and subse-
quent analysis. The DA approach has furthermore not been assessed in
terms of scalability and robustness. Several more mature DA approaches
exist, hence further research into combining FGE with existing DA ap-
proaches may be of interest.
While CAD models are seen as the standard in product development,
complex products such as aerospace components often employ models
from other domains such as electrics, electronics, and programming. To
enable a holistic design space exploration, covering the entire product life-
cycle, a coupling between FGE and other relevant product models may
be necessary. A further effect of this would be a more multidisciplinary
product development approach.
So far, the validation of the approach has only been performed in an
aerospace development context. Further studies are needed to establish
generalisability of the FGE approach for other product development do-
mains. Eventually, FGE aims to be a product development method which
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